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Preface

This paper had its genesis several years
ago in the minds of some leaders of the
Structural Engineers Association of Califor-
nia (SEAOC). In 1995 they wrote a paper,
"Natural Hazard Reduction Incentives-An
Implementation Program" (Cocke et al.
1995 ), calling for the various stakeholder
groups concerned with improving the seis-
mic performance of buildings to come to-
gether. They advocated discussions among
the leaders of tpese stakeholder groups to
stimulate the development of appropriate
incientives. Th~s paper was circulated widely
and a number of organizations expressed
interest in partiicipating in such discussions.

Also interested in these same issues was
the California Governor's Office of Emer-
gency Services Earthquake Program (OES).
In 1997 they agreed that an appropriate first
step was to constitute a small steering com-
mittee of knowledgeable individuals to pre-
pare an issues paper that could be used as the
starting point for further discussion and
action. The OES Earthquake Program pro-
vided EERI with the funding to support
such an effort.

This paper is the result. It is written for
individuals who promote earthquake mitiga-
tion, either at the governmental or organiza-
tionallevel. It is our attempt to inspire and
bring together stakeholder groups who can
identify how best to motivate building own-
ers to improve the seismic performance of
their buildings.

At about tqe same time, some of the
members of thb Earthquake Engineering
Research Institute (EERI) were discussing
the need for a better understanding of the
impediment~ ~r improved seismic perfor-
mance of bulldjings. Thus SEAOC and
EERI began meeting and identified a strat-
egy for working on both incentives and im-
pediments. This strategy involved bringing
together representatives of some of the stake-
holder groups to contribute to an analysis
that would clearly layout the major issues-
incentives and impediments alike-facing
building owners.
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Retrofit bracing in unreinforced masonry building.

(Photo: California Governor's Office of Emergency
Services, Coastal Region)



Executive Summary

This document grew out of interest by
the Structural Engineers Association of Cali -

fornia and the Earthquake Engineering
Research Institute in improving our under-
standing of both the incentives for owners to
improve the seismic performance of their
buildings, and the impediments to their
doing so. With funding from the California
Office of Emergency Services Earthquake
Program, a small steering committee was
convened to prepare this issues paper; it is
intended to stimulate discussion and to serve
as the starting point for actions to improve
the incentives available.

them. Seismic performance is evaluated
along with decisions about maintenance,
up-grading, future investment, and risk
management. Owners have essentially
four options in managing earthquake risk:
(1) r~taining, or self-insuring the risk;
(2) mitigating the risk through improving
the seismic performance of the building or
other loss control measures; (3) purchasing
insurance; and (4) externalizing (passing on)
the possible losses to other parties (through
government disaster assistance, for example).

This paper argues that the decision to
improve the seismic performance of a build-
ing involves a complex process. After exam-
ining many different situations and inter-
viewing a range; of building owners, the
committee realized that no two buildings go
through precisely the same process. The
context in which each decision is made is
particular to each owner. The objectives of
the owner, his/her/its financial circumstances
and incentives, and the function of the
building all differ from one owner to the
next. Inevitably, each building owner con-
siders specific trade-offs in a unique way.

The Decision -Making Context:

Key Considerations

Improving the seismic performance: of a
building is not always the optimal choice.
For some buildings the expected economic
benefit is too low, perhaps because market
conditions are not right, the type of struc-
ture difficult to retrofit, or the perceived risk
not great enough. This paper identifies the
myriad considerations that influence a build-
ing owner making the decision to invest in
better seismic performance:

.Type of ownership (public, private,non-

profit)
.Structure type (its use, construction

material, date of construction, occu-

pancy)
.Level of risk (hazard, vulnerability)

.Legal liability (perception, responsibility)

.Profile of the decision maker (owner/

A building owner makes many decisions
about a building, the decision about im-
proved seismic performance being but one of

INCENTIVES AND IMPEDIMENTS TO IMPROVING SEISMIC PERFORMANC IX



Executive Summary

.

programs could be modified and adopted in
any state. By adopting a number of these
incentives together, it is possible for public
and private sector organizations to create a

stronger program.

Public Sector Incentives
.Community-based education and techni

cal assistance programs
.Density bonuses
.Fee waivers

.Modifying parking requirements and
other restrictions

.Transfer of development rights

.Formation of hazard abatement districts

.Formation of redevelopment districts or
historic districts

.Technical assistance

.Tax increment financing

.Subsidies for engineering analyses

.Loan programs

.Disclosure of earthquake risk, particu-
lady at time of sale

.

occupant, speculator, risk-averse, risk-
taker; financial objectives and goals;
experience as developer; advisors)
Occupancy during retrofit (is building
currently vacant?; will there be 100%
displacement?; who pays relocation
costs?)
Market and economic conditions (is
real estate slow, flat, or booming?; can
enough product be sold to cover debt
for retrofit?; debt capacity of building;

expected economic/business interruption),
Regulatory requirements (triggering of
other codes; use of regulation as incen-
tive-fee waivers, zoning; policies and
practices requiring leasing and purchase
of seismically resistant buildings)

Information, disclosure, technical assis-
tance
Costs (direct costs~ indirect costs, oppor-

tunity costs)
Benefits (financial benefits, other ben-

efits)
Financial Aids (tax policy, grants, loans,

subsidies)
Insurance (as impediment; as incentive)

Private Sector Incentives

.Subsidy for design study

.Donated engineering design, labor,

materials

.Identification of hazard areas and vulner-

able types of structures

.Loans

.Insurance

Highlighted for each of these consider-
ations are potential impediments to, and
incentives for, improved seismic perfor-
mance. In the final section, the paper sets
out a series of recommendations for new or
mote effective incentives to improve the
seismic performance of buildings.

Changing the Context: New and
Better Incentives

Encourage Investment in Seismic

Performance
Education, informat~on dissemination, and
technical assist~nce are critical to decisions
to improve seismic performance of a build-
ing. More organizations could provide own-
ers and other stakeholders with the necessary
information and help.

Build on Current Incentives

Throughout this paper are examples of cur-
rently used incentives. While these ex-

amples are primarily from California, such

x INCENTIVES AND IMPEDIMENTS TO IMPROVING SEISMIC PERFORMANC
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Federal, state and local governments
should lead by example and seismically
strengthen their own structures in a vis-
ible manner.
Encourage owners to take advantage of
positive conditions at various points
throughout the life of a building to im-
prove its seismic performance.
.1' Upgrade when the building is

vacant
.1' Upgrade as part of a larger

remodel
.1' Upgrade as part of scheduled

mamtenance
.1' Upgrade in a booming economy
.1' Upgrade when the building has

the ability to carry additional
debt

.1' Upgrade when the market for the
building, product or service has the
ability to cover the costs

Continue to develop educational materi-
als/programs that help owners gain a bet-
ter understanding of the risk.
Encourage the development of building
inventories that local governments and,
ultimately, building owners can use in
their risk management decisions.
Encourage the development and wide-
spread use qf learning from earthquakes

programs, working through professional
associations and colleagues.
Develop an ombudsman program at the
local or state level that helps owners
through the entire process of improved

performance.

high priority in states with vulnerable
buildings and at the federal level.
Encourage lenders to accept greater re-
sponsibility in promoting the improved
seismic performance of buildings. This
could include requiring evidence of im-
proved performance before issuing a
mortgage; requiring PML studies for all
investments; offering discounts for im-
proved performance, such as reduced
points or a lower loan guarantee fee; and
increasing the loan-to-value ratio to 85
percent so that borrowers could use the
additional 5 percent to imptove the seis-
mic performance of their buildings.
Lenders should also be encouraged to add
the costs of improving the performance
Qf the building to the loan, requiring
buyers to perform the work within a
time limit.
Encourage other stakeholders, particu-
larly design professionals and regulators,
to support lenders and insurers by pro-
viding technical information, and by rec-
ognizing and understanding the place of
seismic safety in the lenders' and insur-
ers' investment decisions.
Encourage insurers to support the im-
proved seismic performance of buildings.
If changes in insurance policy require
regulatory or other policy changes, other
stakeholders should work with the insur-
ance community to insure such changes
take place. Recommended policy
changes might include promoting the
passage of earthquake insurance that re-
quires mitigation, or offering discounts
for improved performance.
Encourage insurance regulators to sup-
port the goal of improving the seismic
performance of buildings, and to modify

Create More Effective Incentives

.Further research is the first step in deter-

mining the ilook of the following types of

incentives. This research should be a

.
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together policy setters from the insurance
industry, lending institutions, design and
construction professionals, the regulatory

communities, government agencies, private
and public sector information providers, and
representatives of tenants and employee
groups. Participants at the workshop would
work toward setting a national agenda for
the development and implementation of an
effective set of incentives for the improved
seismic performance of buildings.

Coalition Building

Emerging from the workshop would be a
stakeholders coalition interested in develop-
ing better incentives and removing impedi-
ments. As it coalesces, the coalition would
act as a strong advocacy group for mitiga-
tion. Each of the stakeholder interests (own-

ers, lenders, insurers, design professionals,
government regulators, information provid-
ers, tenants) will be an active participant in
the development of incentives, and will have

networks, professional associations, and col-
leagues to lobby and/or involve in the discus-
sions on regulations, procedures or practices.
This coalition could develop a blueprint for
improved seismic performance of buildings
that would be available to state and local
governments as well as to organizations in
the private sector.

regulations to allow insurers to develop
policies that reflect this goal.
Encourage States and the federal govern-
ment to evaluate carefully the impact of
various regulations and policies on im-

proving sei$mic performance. Some ex-
isting regulations act as impediments,
including the disaster assistance law,
bonding limitations and federal tax law.
The impact' to the treasury and/or to tax-
payers of removing these impediments
needs to also be evaluated.
Encourage $tates and the federal govern-
ment to develop effective tax incentives
for improved seismic performance. This
might include a 10 percent tax credit,
accelerated depreciation for retrofit work,
deductions for retrofit work (as opposed
to just deducting for losses after an earth-
quake). In prder to develop these incen-
tives it is clear that additional research
:needs to be conducted on the impact of
such tax changes on state and federal
treasuries. Such studies should include
the costs to those treasuries of earthquake
response and recovery if building perfor-
mance is not improved.
Enc<J>urage states and the federal govern-
ment to investigate the feasibility of a
revolving loan fund to finance mitigation
work. Such a loan fund could be sup-
ported primarily by funds from the bor-
rowers.

The N ext Steps

Conduct a Workshop

In order to maximize the probability that a
set of incentives can be developed and
adopted, we propose a workshop with in-
vited re~resentation from all the potential
stakeholders. This workshop would bring

XII INCENTIVES A IMPEDIME TS ) IMPRC NG SEISMIC PERFORMANC



Introduction

For years earthquake professionals have
been discussing how to motivate people to
take action to reduce seismic risks. One of
the obvious ways to reduce losses in earth-
quakes is to make buildings more able to
survive the shaking and related ground
motions" There is general agreement that
more mitigation action (for the purposes of
this paper, improving the seismic perfor-
mance of a building) is needed if losses of
life and lproperty are to be reduced. But why
are som~ building owners mitigators, and
others not?

siderations that can affect a decision tO in-
vest in earthquake mitigation. This can be
useful in understanding both how tO influ-
ence the adoption of mitigation through the
development of incentives, and how various
impediments may prohibit such adoption.

It is important to point out up front,
that in the early stages of this project, steer-
ing committee members and staff thought
that the product would be a list of powerful
incentives that would encourage most build-
ing owners to improve the seismic perfor-
mance of their buildings. However, after
discussion and reflection, it became obvious
to the project participants that the decision
to improve the seismic performance of a
building is very complex. Explaining the
complexity of the decision is one of the pur-
poses of this paper.

This paper describes the context in
which building owners make decisions to
improve the seismic performance of build-
ings. It proposes a model of the decision-
making proces$-the key considerations and
stakeholders that make up this decision
context. By clf~rly identifying such major
considerations ~nd the interaction among
them, we hope to gain a better understand-
ing of how incentives and impediments
influence the process. This, in turn, allows
us to identify a set of incentives that may be
particularly us~ful in promoting seismic
mitigation for buildings.

It is important to acknowledge that
mitigation is not always the rational deci-
sion, given competing factors such as other
risks, other investment opportunities, busi-
ness issues, and the perceived level of risk.
This paper hopes to clarify how each of these
factors contributes to the ultimate decision.

This report, is intended for individuals
who can facilit~te and promote earthquake
mitigatfon at the governmental and organi-
zationallevels. i It provides a general discus-
sion of the complex array of issues and con-

The focus of this paper is on the mitiga-
tion investment decisions that go beyond
what is legally required. There are codes
and regulations in some states and commu-
nities that require incorporating certain
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seismic design features in new structures, or
strengthening certain types of existing

buildings. Many jurisdictions requiring
seismic retrofits have seen fit to include
incentives for owners to develop a stronger
partnership with governments. While there
is some discussion of these mandated pro-
grams and incentives, this paper focuses on
owners who are voluntarily considering ways
to address the seismic risk in their buildings.

This paper builds on a number of earlier
studies that identified possible incentives
and how they might influence mitigation
action. Among them are the FEMA -

sponsored three-volume study, Financial
Incentives for Seismic Rehabilitation of Hazard-
ous Buildings (Building Technology Inc.

1990a, 1990b, 1991), that described, "the
existing and potential regulatory and finan-
cial mechanisms and incentives in the pri-
vate sector, at the federal level, in six states
and fourteen local jurisdictions that can
reasonabl y be used in a course of action to
lessen the risks posed by existing buildings
in an earthquake. "

.'We are seeing more and more
lenders in particular interested in
the expected seismic performance of
buildings. The financing require-
ments are driving voluntary upgrades.
Lenders making large loans are inter-
ested in reducing the 'damageability'
of the buildings in their portfolios,
and are requiring owners to improve
the seismic performance. An issue
with this increased interest in perfor-
mance is that there are currently no
standards for how the required analy-
ses (Probable maximum loss {PML}
studies) should be performed. Cur~
rently the American Society for Testing
and Materials has a subcommittee for
seismic review that is identifying
standards for PMLs1."

\V T hin E~;
was gt on "!timneer~c'b4

More recently, the National Association
of Public Administration (1997) commis-
sioned a study of options for applying stan-
dards of seismic safety in federal buildings
through aid and regulatory programs. This
study produced a set of recommendations, as
well as workshop summaries and major
points from dialogue groups, that were use-
ful in preparing this report.

In addition to these two major efforts,
other reports have dealt with the need for
incentives and for more detailed examina-
tions of how building owners can be con-
vinced to strengthen existing buildings

1 A PML i~ the expected maximum percentage

monetaryiloss which will not be exceeded for nine
out of ten, buildings in a given class of buildings.
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(Bay Area Regional Earthquake Preparedness
Project 1992; Building Seismic Safety Coun-
cil1997; FEMA 1993; Hamburger 1997;
Olshansky and Glick 1997).

The Building Owner

The "building owner" is often a very
complex concept in both the private and
public sector. Defining the building owner
and the relevant decision process for earth-
quake hazard mitigation investment is nec-
essary before crafting policy to influence that
decision process. The owner may be an indi-
vidual or a corporatiQn. It is critical to un-
derstand the normal facilities management
process of an organization as it relates to
building acquisition and maintenance. It is
also necessary to understand the facilities
budget process of an organization and how it
relates to capital expenditure and mainte-
nance. In many organizations, the facilities
management structure does not interact
directly with the risk management structure

(Krimgold 1998).

Improving the seismic performance of
a building is a complex process. Examina-
tion of many different situations and inter-
views with a range of building owners make
it clear that no two buildings go through
precisely the same process. The context in
which each decision is made is a major deter-
minant. The objectives of the owner, his/
her/its financial circumstances and incen-
tives, and the function of the building differ.
Inevitably, each building owner must con-
sider trade-offs unique to his/her/its own
circumstances.

xvINCENTIVES AND IMPEDIMENTS TO IMPROVING SEISMIC PERFORMANCE
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A building owner makes many decisions
about a building, and the decision about
improved seismic performance is but one of
them. Improved seismic performance can be
evaluated along with decisions about main-
tenance, upgrading, future investment, and
risk management.

To illustrate how prominent (or not) the
expected seismic performance of a building
is in a decision regarding a building, con-
sider the example of a lender who evaluates
buildings in a large portfolio. The technical
and environmental aspects of a building are
reviewed together-including hazardous
materials (lead and asbestos), contaminated
soils, storage tanks, accessibility, the build-
ing systems (mechanical, elevators, electri-
cal), cladding, and the structural system.
Within the evaluation of the structural
system, which is itself only one consider-
ation along with all the above variables, is
the expected seismic performance of the

building.

Building owners must make decisions
about managing risks posed by hazards
such as fire and earthquake. These risks
include physical losses, such as the loss of a
building; and economic losses, such as the
loss of customers, stock, or production
capability. Building owners have essentially
four options in managing earthquake risk:
(1) retaining or self-insuring the risk; (2)
mitigating the risk through improving the
seismic performance of the building or other
loss control measures; (3) purchasing insur-
ance; and (4) externalizing (passing on) the
possible losses to other parties.

XVI INCENTIVES AND IMPEDIMENTS TO IMPROVING SEISMIC PERFORMANCE

.This structure, located in the South of

Market area in San Francisco, is a multistory

warehouse built in the 1920s. The new owner

wanted to add one more floor to the building

and to convert existing space into offices.

According to the San Francisco Building Code,

in cases of vertical or horizontal additions to

existing buildings, and/or changes in occu-

pancy, the building must comply with what was

then known as Section 104(f), which estab-

lishes minimum criteria for lateral force resis-

tance. Structural engineers thus faced two

problems-improving the seismic performance

of the existing structure, while incorporating

seismic resistance into the design of the addi-

tional floor. Many constraints were imposed on

structural decisions for purely architectural

reasons, such as positioning a new elevator

and staircase shafts. Total construction costs

in 1987 dollars were estimated at $1,900,000,

including architectural and engineering fees.

(Photo and text adapted from
Bay Area Regional Earthquake

Preparedness Project 1989)
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These options are not mutually
exclusive-a building owner may employ
a combination of these measures. If the risk
seems too large or unmanageable, the owner
may decide to sell a building or reduce its
occupancy. On the other hand, damages
to a structure may impose certain social
costs that are not considered by the property
owner in his/her/its risk management

decisiqn.

~

Society
Individual owners make choices about earth-
quake risk and the performance of their
buildings. Society is concerned about the
overall impact of earthquakes and the perfor-
mance of many buildings. If earthquakes
only affected a handful of buildings, it is
unlikely that society would be concerned
about improving the seismic performance of
buildings. The decision to improve the
seismic performance of a building would be
primarily a private decision and the need for
additional government-provided incentives
and regulations would be diminished.

However, widespread damage to a num-
ber of buildings can impose significant social
costs, impairing a community's ability to
function and generating pressure for govern-
ment to provide assistance. Consequently,
society as a whole-including finance and
insurance sectors and governments-has a
stake in earthquake risk management and
mitigation that extends beyond the private
interests of building owners. This requires
consideration of an array of possible incen-
tives and regulations that respond to public
as well as private interests.

XV11INCENTIVES AND IMPEDIMENTS TO IMPROVING SEISMIC PERFORMANCE

."Seismic issues are rarely the sole
consideration for the scope of a change or
addition to an existing building. Seismic
performance evaluation and improvement
may be secondary considerations of a

major remodeling effort undertaken for
any number of reasons. Even if seismic
performance improvement is the primary
motivation, it is wise to consider a broader
potentia{ scope at the beginning of the

project. Potential considerations include
the following:

Fire and life-safety improvements

Hazardous material abatement

Disabled access improvement

Change in programmatic use

Functional improvements

Building system improvements

Historic preservation

Some of these are voluntary and may
simply make sense to include. Others may
be requlfed by law when changes are
made to a building. "

(Applied Technology Council
and California Seismic Safety

Commission 1996. 2-6)



Introduction

center of any decision about improving the
seismic performance of a building is the
owner. Surrounding the owner are informa-
tion providers, lenders, regulators, insurers,
and tenants, employees, or customers. The
ovals around the circle represent the various
considerations that may prove important to
the stakeholders in any particular decision.
Some of these considerations act as impedi-
ments and others act as incentives to im-
prove the seismic performance of a building.
The considerations and the stakeholders
combine in a unique fashion for each build-
ing and the owner makes decisions based on
the intermix.

Is the owner an individual or a group?
Is the owner trying to maximize profit,
minimize costs, maximize safety, minimize
liability, or some combination? The appro-
priate or adequate consideration of seismic
risk in these arrangements also varies.

The Owner in Society

In theory, private markets and free choice
should result in optimal risk management
decisions from the perspective of the prop-
erty owner and society. However, if property
owners can pass off the risk to third parties
and/or society, they will not be inclined to
invest adequately in mitigation or insurance
(Klein 1998). They won't perceive them-
selves to be personally responsible for much
of the risk. Ways that owners can pass off
the risk include loan defaults, tax deductions
of losses, and use of subsidized disaster assis-i
tance. Losses suffered by a building's occu- i

pants that are not paid by the building
owner and oth~r negative social impacts ex-
acerbate the r~&k distribution problem.
Insurance is ndt considered passing off risk
if the imsured pays an actuarially fair pre-
mium ffor the coverage received.2

While society (in particular, government)
has a strong in~erest in improving the seis- i

mic performan~e of many buildings, govern-
ments unwittirilgly may actually be creating
some impedim~nts to earthquake risk man-
agement and r~duction. Changing some
current government programs that function
as disincentive$ to mitigation is among the
policy Qptions that will be considered in this

paper.

The following pages discuss each of the
major considerations in the decision context
and the key stakeholders' influences on the
decision. One caveat is that for real-life miti-
gation investment decisions, these consider-
ations are not linear. Rather, each influences
other considerations, and they relate to each
other interactively. For purposes of discus-
sion, however, each is considered indepen-
dently here.Plan of the Paper

Figure 1 illust11ates the stakeholders and the

key considerations in any decision regarding

mitigation investment. The center circle

represents the ~takeholders. At the very

The final section proposes incentives,
based on the observations made in these
earlier sections.

2Ins~rancb can res~lt id some externalization of risk
if s6me insureds r~ceive subsidies through the

pricing structure and fail to pay the full actuarial
cost of their coverage.
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THE DECISION-MAKING CONTEXT: KEY CONSIDERATIONSFigure 1

OWNERSHIP

The owner of a building is an important
determinant in the ultimate decision to

improve its seismic performance. Ownership
can be divided into the three broad catego-
ries of public, private, and nonprofit. Public

owners include federal, state, and local gov-

ernmental agencies, special districts, and

joint powers. Private owners can include

individuals, partners, corporations, owner-

ship as part of a portfolio such as a REIT

(Real Estate Investment Trust), foreign own-

ers, and trusts. Nonprofit owners include

religious institutions, secular organizations,

and foundations.

Public owners are generally responsible
to a wider segment of society than a private
owner. They may, for example, have respon-
sibility for the safety of school children,

II 3INCENtIVES AND IM~EDIMENTS TO IMPROVING SEISMIC PERF!ORMANCE







The Decision-Making Context

Figure 1 THE DECISION-MAKING CONTEXT: KEYaONSIDERATIONS

STRUCTURE TYPE

Importa.nt considerations for each structure
are its use, its construction material, its date
of construction, its historic relevance, and
its occupancy. A number of reports help
owners and engineers evaluate the seismic
vulnerability of a particular strucrure, in-
cluding the NEHRP Handbook for the Seismic
Evaluation of Existing Buildings, FEMA-178
(ATC 1 ~)89), and, most recently, the Hand-
book for :~eismic Evaluation of Existing Build-
ings: A PrestandardFEMA-310 (ASCE
1998). 'This latest publication is intended to
instruct design professionals on how to de-
termine if a building is adequately designed
and con~;tructed to resist seismic forces. It
provides a three-tiered process for seismic
evaluation of existing buildings in any re-
gion of ~:eismicity and endeavors to reflect
advancements in technology and incorporate
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professional desig experience as well as les-

sons learned from recent earthquakes. It

guides the user in identifying potential weak

links in a buildin through sets of checklists

that are organized by building type.

Even without detailed evaluation of a

structure's vulner bility, some of its basic

characteristics in uence the investment

decision. Differe t uses require different

levels oj: seismic p rformance. A building

such as 3. hospital, for example, may need to

be functional im ediately after earthquakes.

A building used a a school may be placed at

the top of a list o priority buildings for

improv('d perfor ance.

Typcs of cOns~ ction materials and con-

figuration also in uence the decision to

improv(' performa ce. Some materials and

configQLations ha e historically been found

tO perform so pootly that some state or local

governf1ents may require retrofit by law.

Some constructio materials represent a high

life-safety risk, su h as unreinforced ma-

sonry, nondl1ctile oncrete frames, and early

precast concrete s ructures. Some construc-

tion materials als present higher costs tO

improvc expected performance. Wood frame

construction in g neral is less expensive tO

retrofit than steel frame buildings, for ex-

ample.

The date of c nstruction and a building's

historic significa ce influence the strength-

ening decision. lder buildings near the

end of their econ mic life may not warrant

much strengthen. ng work. The money

might be better sed for new construction.
On the other han , if the building is histori-

cally si/~nificant, t may require careful reha-

bilitation work.

.J;lNQEN;TIVES AND IMPEDIMENTS TO IMPROVING SEISMIC P~RFORMANCE
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Institutional owners, such as school

district~;, universities, hospital complexes,
and pri,rate owners of multiple buildings,
often commission building evaluations as
the starting point for a decision about
improv(~d performance. These evaluations,
using the standard methodologies described
in ATC.-141 Evaluating the Seismic Resistance of

Existing Buildings (ATC 1987), FEMA-178,
NEHRP Handbook for the Seismic Evaluation of
Existing Buildings (ATC 1989), or FEMA-
310, Htrndbookfor the Seismic Evaluation of
Buildin~~s-A Prestandard (ASCE 1998), can
be used to rank the buildings in terms of
expected seismic performance. Once an
owner r~ceiyes notification that a building
present~, significant seismic risk, this can be
the impetus to take action that will over-
ride other constraints.

Once a building has been evaluated for
its expected seismic performance, the owner
must decide if the risk is acceptable, and if
not, must make a decision as to how to man-
age the risk. Options include mitigation,
disposal of the asset, risk transfer through
purchase of insurance, or retention of the
risk. If the decision is made to mitigate, the
owner must then decide what level ofmiti-
gation i:) appropriate .

FEN[A has recently released the products
of a multiyear effort to identify guidelines
for the seismic rehabilitation of existing

buildin!~s, commonly known as FEMA-273.
These gl.lidelines provide the designer with a
method to deliver the owner's expected risk
level (A'rc 1997).

8 IN f ENTI!rvES AND IMPEDIMENTS TO IMPRO~ING SEISMIC PERFORMANCE
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Figure 1 Tt-IE DECISION-MAKING CONTEXT: Kt~y CONSIDERATIONS

RISI\~ jf
I

Commllfiic~tion difficulties among stake-
,

holders interested in the earthquake problem

arise in anyidiscussion of risk. Different

disciplines ~ave different definitions for

man y of the! words used. Decision theorists,
use risk to riean the condition "in which the

decision maker has a mutually exclusive and

collecti,Tely ~xhaustive list of all chance
,

events that ~xist within the time horizon

selected for rhe decision analysis" (Alesch

1998, 3). ~ncertainty is the situation in;
which t]l1e i~formation is not complete (un-

:
derstanding!of probabilities, for example).,
Decision m~king under conditions of risk is

quite differtt'rt from under conditions of
uncertaint y.! Peril is the word to describe the,
event it!;elf ~n earthquake). Hazard refers to

the potentiaJ damages and losses a given
:

structuDe m~ght suffer.
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Ho,vevelr, to engineers, earth scientists,

and other e~rthquake professionals, hazard

refers to th~ earthquake itself and risk refers

to the potential damages and losses caused

by an e;a.rthquake (hazard, vulnerability, and

exposure). Vulnerability refers to the degree

of loss or damage to particular structures, or

segments 0£ society. For purposes of this

discussion, ~he definition of risk we will use

is that of engineers and other earthquake

professionals-the potential damage and loss

associated with an earthquake.

ASSI~SSi ~ g the risk of earthquakes

involves ev luating probability, frequency,

exposure, a d consequences (FEMA 1997a).

Probability ~s a measure of how often earth-

quake 5,haking of a given intensity is likely

to occur at r particular location; exposure

defines the number of people and the

amouru:, types, qualities, and value of prop-

erty at the locatiop; and consequences are the

impact:) to ~eople, property, and the com-

munity thaf may result from an earthquake.

Anothe ~ aspect of understanding risk is

identif;{ing socially acceptable levels of risk.

In a recent iscussion of risk, the Board

on Natural ~Disasters pointed out that seis-

mic risk ne ds to be compared with threats

from ol:her hazards (e.g., flooding, hurri-

canes, 'wate and air pollution) and weighed

against pre sing social and economic needs

(e.g., e,duc tion, health care, housing). If

increased r sources and attention are devoted

to earthqu ke hazard reduction, then fewer

resources a e available to meet other needs.

This is a d.fficult choice. The report goes on

to say:

Thl~ no ion that there can be an "Opti-

mal" le el of seismic risk has not been

develo~ed adequately. Clearly, seismic

11INCENTIVES AND IMPEDIMENTS TO IMPROVING 5,EIS¥IC PERFORMANCE

."At the request of an owner, we
performed a seismic risk analysis of a
commercial development. The purpose
of this seismic risk analysis was to
provide an assessment of the probable
performance of the building during a
significant local earthquake. The in-
formation t;lJas provided in terms of a
probable maximum loss (PML) esti-
mate and other pertinent information.
The scope of work included a review of
available design and construction
documents to determine the building's
characteristics, a visit to the site to
verify as-built conditions, preparation
of an estimated probable maximum
loss for three scenario earthquakes, and
retrofit options to enhance the

building's earthquake performance.
The owner requested this information
voluntarily because of his recent under-
standing of the potential earthquake
risk to both life and property."

califormaen~neer



The Decision-Making Context

risk red*ction must be placed in a

cofi1~ext kieveloped by balancing theI
enh;mce~ent of public safety and

i
propertJt protection against a wide
ran~~e of social and economic con-

cerns. ihis balancing act is especially

troublespme when an earthquake
could bd catastrophic but the prob-I
ability df a high-intensity event is

low or up certain (Committee on

Earthqufke Engineering 1997, 7).

The E:artbquakes

Basic information about expected earth-
quakes is fundamental to understanding the
risk: how likely is it that one will occur;
how fretiuently; where is it likely to occur;
what is the expected magnitude; how wide-
spread ,vill it be felt; how strongly will the
ground shake; will it cause associated
landsliding or liquefaction? Many owners
and decision makers underestimate the
earthqu:lke hazard in their community, as-
suming it c~n never (or at least not in their
lifetime:s) h~ppen there, or that it won't
affect them ~f it does. One component in

evaluating t~e earthquake risk is under-
standin!~ thd risk in the context of other
risks facing ~n owner or a community.

The B,uilding

The expDsur~ to potential loss and the conse-
quences assoFiated with earthquakes are also
importal1t cqmponents of understanding
risk. How vljllnerable is a particular building
or community to earthquakes? How are the

buildin~;s expected to perform? What are
the consequ~nces of some percentage damage
or loss? Wh~t happens to tenants or occu-
pants? Is th~ building able to continue
functioning ?' What are the consequences of
not functioning?

12 INCENTIVES AND IMPEDIMENTS TO IMPROVING SEISMIC PERFORMANCE
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.A masswe historic structure on a
state university campus, used by students
and faculty during the day and at night by a
more general population for special
events, fell into disrepair. The earthquake
hazard in the community is high; the vul-
nerability of this particular structure is
high. A major fund-raising campaign was
initiated to raise money to remodel the
hall. No funds were available from the
state. The estimated costs of the remod-
eling, with no seismic strengthening, was
$12 million. Money was raised from do-
nors, but with restrictions put on the funds
that they could only be used for cosmetic
repairs, or more visible improvements. No
one wanted to finance seismic strengthen-
ing. Because such funds were not avaN-
able, university administrators went ahead
with the remodeling, implicitly accepting
the level of risk in the community. Several
years later the Northridge earthquake
struck, causing over $25 million in dam-
age to the building, and resulting in a
major strengthening and repair project that
required closing the building for several
years.



Risk

One mfst consider that risk is not dis-
tributt~d e\1enly. It is higher in more vulner-
able locatiJns and more vulnerable struc-
tures. so1 e segments of the population are

more vuln cable than others in terms of their

ability to r cover physically or financially,

for examplF, the elderly and the low-income.

Even two *uildings located next to each

other can have different levels of risk associ-

ated with ~ hem. For example, one building

could ])e si ting on softer soils or have a

comp1=x c nfiguration, either of which could

make a building more vulnerable to damage
1

during; an arthquake. For two identical

buildings n identical sites, the owner of one

buildiJlg c uld be more vulnerable than the

other if th first building were mortgaged to

the m~lxim m and the other was not. For

the owner f the fully mortgaged building,

there ,~oul be no flexibility to borrow
money nee ed for repairs after ah earth -

quake, put ing that owner at greater risk of

loss due to an earthquake.

The fu~ction of a building also influ-

ences l:he lrvel of risk exposure in an earth-

quake" bot~ to human life and to economic

loss. If iddntical structures on identical sites

have differ~nt uses, the risk of loss from an

earthquak~ will be different-compare a

partially fi~led office building to a hospital,

for examp~. Even within a building, risk

can be higber for some occupants than for
I

others: an ~lderly tenant in an apartment

building, ~iviQg on a small, fixed income has

more 1:0 lofe than a young professional with

more finaQcial resources. The elderlyI
tenant's lo~s is more likely to be permanent

and result iin a lowered standard of living.I
Risk can ge exacerbated or decreased by land

use and si~ing policies. Decisions to allow

building qn unstable slopes or areas subject

1IN,CENTIVES AND IMPEDIMENTS TO IMPROVING ;SEIS~IC PERFORMANCE

.Prior to the Lama Prietaearthquake,

administrators at Stanford Un/versityhad
begun to devefop a long-range strategy for

improving the seismic performance of their
facilities. The priorities were based on jnput
from a wel'-informed faculty about the risks
associated with particuJarbuildings. The

pfan was to integrate seismic retrofitting
with other needs for maintenance and
improvements, wherever possible relying
primarily on funding from facilities reserves.
Lorna Prieta greatly accelerated the cam-

pus-wide rehabilitation program. Damage
from the event demanded repairs, Local
government required life-safety retrofits for
many buildings. Finances were bolstered by
federal disaster assistance, a major fund-
raisjng campaign, and borrowing. Project
needs, and costs, routinely extended be-
yond seismic repairs or structuralJmprove-
ments. Disabled access, fire protection,
exiting, and other deficiencies were ad-
dressed. Facilities were updated to meet
better their programmatic functions. The
historic character of many of the buildings

was preserved during the process. The
need for improved seismic performance
catalyzed a facilities renewal program.
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to liquefactlt n increase the risk at the time
of an earthq ake. Steering development
away from s ch areas through land use poli -

cies can red ce risk.

In addition to a building's direct expo-
sure to loss and associated consequences,
there arl~ also secondary and tertiary effects.
The los~; of a particular building can affect
other se,gments of the broader community.
The los~: of one business may affect other
busines~:es and have economic impacts on
clients, suppliers, and employees.

The C:ommunity

It is import~nt to consider a community's
vulnerability, and the social, economic, and
financial co~sequences of earthquakes there.
What h:lppf1ns to a community if a certain
percentage df buildings are lost or seriously
damaged? What is the expected loss of life
and injuries? What about public health
impacts ? What is the cost of dislocation or
business interruption? What is the potential
cost of lost production capability? What is
the expe'cte loss of employment? Howare
the lifeliines transportation routes, water,
power) ('xpe ted to perform? What are the
implications of being without such lifelines
for a few da s or weeks ? What is the cost of
repair? Wh t are the opportunity costs for
that moJt1ey? What about the loss of historic
buildinE.~s or the historic fabric of a commu-
nity? What ill be the loss to the tax base
and the imp ct on local, state, and federal

governrnent~?

The J3ill Payers

Risk car:l be borne privately by individuals

or firms" col~ectively by society, or in some

combina.tionl thereof. And if individuals can

pass off Jrisk ~o other parties (through insur-
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ance, by reI ing on federal disaster assis-

tance) and void paying its full costs, they

have le:)s in entive to manage or reduce their

risk th~lfi if they assume all of it themselves.

Owner~; of ental properties frequently report

that th,~y c n't afford to retrofit their struc-

tures witho t passing on the costs to renters.

However, t ey say they are not able to raise

rents bl~caule rents are driven by the market-

p lace. "' I,,"

If "re t~ ink of risk management in terms

of who pay the costs of mitigation and who

benefits fro mitigation, we quickly see

that the cu rent situation has building own-

ers paying lmost all the costs, while the

benefits are distributed much more widely.

It is benefi ial to taxpayers and society gen-

erally to ha e fewer lives lost and less disrup-

tion after e rthquakes, just as it is beneficial

to commu ities to have businesses remain in

operation.

Th(~ op imum policy and practice would

be to align the decisions to manage risk with

the benefit derived. In other words, the

costs oj~ mi igation should be borne by all of

those vrho ill benefit. Government or

other iJ[lstit tions may need to intervene and

offer incen ives to those that make risk deci-

sions in a annet that will optimize social

welfare. I entives or regulatory mecha-

nisms l:hat ould more evenly distribute

costs may elp motivate owners to take ac-

tion (see ti rther discussion of the issues of

costs aJ[ld b nefits on pages 50-55 and

56-61" res ectively).

lack Of~ infOrmation can be an impedi-

ment to ta ing action to improve a

building's erformance. Imperfect informa-

tion or fals~ assumptions (the earthquake

15lNCENTIVES AND IMPEDIMENTS TO IMPROVING SEIS*IC PERFORMANCE
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will never happen here, at least while I own
the buildinf; t~e government will bail me
out) coJ1tri~ute ito owners discounting earth-
quake risks iwh~n making economic deci-
slons.

I
Ho,"N laqk of information can influence a

risk manag~me*t decision is seen in most
I ,

building owners' ignorance of code require-
ments. First, they may not understand that
building to the current code provides only
life-safE'ty pkotettion in earthquakes (that
is, the bui14ing will not collapse and kill
people, but !it could be a total economic
loss). 1l1 so~e dases it is necessary to reha-
bilitate a b4ilding simply to bring it up to
life-safety s~andards, but it still may be a
total eoono1t1ic loss after earthquakes. This
is not al1 entouragement to spend a signifi-
cant amount of money on an upgrade. Own-
ers are ofte~ surprised to discover that to
maintain th~ building's function immedi-
ately af1:er a~ earthquake, they must do
much more j,tha~ the code requires, and this
is an expens~ve prospect, particularly for an
existing: bui~ding .

As a. tool to help in the understanding of
risk ancl vulneraJbility, loss estimation mod-
eling has grown into an important sub field.
These models help decision makers under-
stand their exposure to an earthquake and
the con~;equ~nce;s for their businesses, orga-
nizationls, add communities. Recent ad-
vances in software and computer technology
have enabled these models to improve dra-
matically thF sophistication and manage-
ment of lar~ data sets. Models are available
to help individual building owners, busi-
nesses such as insurance companies, and
government} all understand their potential
losses and sdme of their consequences.
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As the e gineering community learns

more ab,out ow buildings and materials

perform un er v:arious levels of earthquake

demand, in ividuals will have an opportu-

nity to ~;pec.fy for the engineer what kind of

performanc they expect from a building.

Are the:v wi ling to pay the cost to build the

structure to a very high performance level to

ensure its c ntidued operation after a moder-

ate earthqu ke ? Can they accept that the

buildinig m y n~ed to be closed for several

weeks after ca~astrophic earthquake to

make re'pair ? Understanding the level of

risk att(lche to a particular building can be

difficull:, an deciding if this risk is accept-

able may be even more difficult for building

owners.

17INCENTIVES AND IMPEDIMENTS TO IMPROVING SEIS~IC PERFORMANCE
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~ .I'otential impediments to im-

prov~~d performance, related to risk:

.Lack of knowledge (not under-

standing hazard, vulnerability, risk)
.'Tiability of mitigation

.U ncertainty of the event

.Unacceptable level of financial risk

.rlJot understanding risk associated

vvith structure

.r.;rot understandin g the intent of
code requirements

.llllowing development in vulner-
able areas

.Differing distribution of risk and
decision authority

~

.(~onditions that \o1vill make

improved performance more likely,
relat~~d to risk:

.level of current risk not acceptable

.P'ossibilities to phase improved

performance into existing mainte-
nance schedule (incremental, non-

intrusive)
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THE DECISION-MAKING! CONTE}~T: I.qEY CONSIDERATIONSFigure 1

LIABI ~ ITY Potentjalli bility can motivate a decision to

strengthen building. The recognition of

legal culpa ility for unsafe buildings has
I

evolved ov~r the last decade. A 1984 study
I

by the Ass ciatjon of Bay Area Governments

(ABACr) fo nd that "the primary motivation

for develop ng earthquake preparedness and

general. safj ty programs was never liability as

perceived y company officials interviewed.

Liabilil:y wfs viewed as having a small but

insignifica~t impact" (ABAG 1984, 25).

,
Thl= st~dy also surveyed design profes-

sionals andl company officials in several Cali-

fornia citie~ about their support for, and

reaction toil possible changes in liability

rules: i

If, by statute, design professionals
were e~plicitly declared liable for their
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failure, degligent or intentional, to
advise a tlient to take actions to re-

I
dUCf' haz~rds, three-fourths of those
surv,~yed felt that they would do more
to reduc~ hazards than they are doing
now. Si$ilarly, seven-eighths of the
comJpan~ officials surveyed believed
that if cqmpanies were declared liable
for their railure to take such actions,

I
they woqld do more. ...More than
two-fifth~ of the company officials

surv(~yedlfeltthat making companies
mor~~ lia~le than now would be an
effective ~ction to reduce earthquake
hazaJrds. IClose to two-thirds person-
ally favoried increased liability for
comparu~s as a means to encourage
them to ~educe risks from earthquake
hazards, ~f only in some instances
(ABi\G ~984, 47).

The -rear ~f liability has been responsible

iin a few case~ for an owner taking no action.

iSome owner~ fear that knowing about the

i~isk cre~tes a~ lliability that will force them imto action t at ~hey may not be ready to

itake or can't ffotd. Building owners have

been advisedito have building evaluations in

the form of ,ritten reports to attorneys who

kan then exe~cise client/attorney privilege

~nd not disc Ipse the information further.

Therc~ are also those who believe that an
earthquake-because it is a natural, unpre-
pictable :llld awe-inspiring event-is an
"act of God" for which no liability should be
imposed. In fact, the "act of God" defense
is not ap]propriatf!; to a natural catastrophe if
Jt is reasonabf Y fdreseeable and for which

reasonable pr cautions can be taken. In any

earthquaJk:e-p one area, the reasonable build-
ing owne'r m st assume that a major earth-

20 INCENTIV!ES AND IMPEDIMENTS! TO IMPROv1ING SEISMIC PERFORMANCE
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.

gated tof eek out dangerous condi-

tions on the property and remove

them [e ph~sis added} (California Seis-
mic Safe y Commission 1992, 20).

quake will strike at or near his/her/its build-

ing while he/she/it owns that building.

Mass media have disseminated information

on earthquake hazards, and the technical

expertise necessary to evaluate and mitigate

some of those hazards is now available (Bay

Area Regional Earthquake Preparedness

Project 1992, 124).

Owners ~nd occupiers cannot avoid re-

sponsibility by pretending that they are

unaware of angerous conditions that a rea-

sonable per on In their situation either

would kno of or should know of. How-

ever, the qu stion of when a building owner

has some o ligaJtion to undertake an inde-

pendent ins ection of the property has not

been resolv d, and "will be resolved on a

case-by-cas basis by the courts" (California

Seismic Safi ty Commission 1992, 21).

In 1990, after the Loma Prieta earth-
quake, the California Seismic Safety Com-
mission (CSSC) convened a workshop to look
more closely at some of the issues in disclos-
ing risk and associated potential liability.
Their report pointed out that "a building
owner, once informed by a qualified design
professional or building official that the
building had been determined to have the
potential for extensive structural and
nonstructural earthquake-related damage
or to have collapse or falling hazards that
represent an appreciable hazard to human
life, would be subject to the duty to warn."
The report goes on to state:

Moreover, a building owner cannot
claim ignorance of his or her building's
hazards. Traditionally, the building
owner or occupier (tenant) has a legal
duty to make the premises safe or to
warn licensees (people who enter prop-
erty for their own purposes, such as
social guests or even passersby) of condi-
tions involving risk of harm that are not
obvious to a reasonable person. In addi-
tion, the owner or occupier has an even
stronger duty to invitees (business

guests, customers, employees, delivery
persons, or individuals who come on the
property to further the use to which the
building owner or occupier is putting
his or her premises). On their [invitees')
behalf, the owner or occupier is obli-

Recent y .s. earthquakes have increas-
ingly resultrd in a variety of litigation ac-
tions. These have included tenants suing
owners for Ffiilure to provide adequately safe
space a~d fi~ r losses resulting from inability

to contmue to occupy space; owners counter-

suing tenan s for breach of lease agreements;

owners suing designers, contractors, and

construction materials suppliers for failure to

provide a b ilding capable of adequate per-

formance. o date, most such litigation has

been settle out of court and, as a result, no

major legal precedents have been set with

regard to d signer, contractor, material sup-

plier, owne , or tenant liability, related to

building p rformance. However, it is clear

that signifi ant potential liability exists,
particularl for owners who have, or should

have had, k owledge that their buildings are

likely to perform poorly but who fail to

either notify those who could be affected or

take action Ito mitigate the risk.
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.Potential impediments to improved
perform,ance, related to liability

.11 ..'
k dU nwl ill g nessto assesstlS aflc

vulnerabilit y associatedwitha
property because of fear that
knowledge creates liability

.Cond;:tions that will make improved
perform,ance more likely, related to

liability

Personal prospect of Lo$$, incllld~
ing Loss of income



Profile of the Decision Maker

Figure 1 THE DECISION-MAKING CONTEXT: K*Y CONSIDERATIONS

PROFlItE OF THE

DECISION MAKER

Will the de ision to improve seismic perfor-

mance be m de by a committee, a chain of

decision ma ers, or an individual? If it is an

individual, 's he or she representing one

person or mi ny? Who needs to approve the

decision? Who does the owner rely on for

advice?

.perSOnal

t chajr~C.teristics of the .owner influence th decision. How old is the

owner or de ision maker? What kind of

health is he ior she in? Age and health have a

bearing on ~ ow much financial return the

owner want from a building. Is the owner

an occupant of the building ? Is the decision
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After the studies were underway, but

before any oif their information was avail-

able, a crucial event occurred. On OctO-

ber 17, 1989, the Loma Prieta earth-

quake transformed the mindset of San

Francisco and central California resi-

dents. No longer could earthquake

threats be dismissed; earthquakes became

real and frightening, and it was clear that

they did major damage to structures and

killed people (Deutsch 1995, 343 ).

It a champion for seismic safety comes

forward to focus concern on a particular

building, class of buildings, or community,

it is more likely that action will be taken.

This champion may be someone who pro-

vides advice to the building owner or com-

munity or it may be the building owner

himself or herself. If the proponent believes

that the earthquake risk needs to be taken

seriously and a~gues forcefully that the

owner has an obligation to take action, it can

be a significant incentive.

The building owner and his/her/its tech-

nical experts together form a construction

team; if most members of the team are not

knowledgeable about seismic design and

construction, it may be difficult for the

owner to reach a decision to strengthen a

building. How knowledgeable is the archi-

tect about seismic safety? Is there a struc-

tural engineer on the project who is familiar

with seismic issues? How knowledgeable
about seismic issues is the contractor? Is

that knowledge communicated to the work-

ers on the job? How knowledgeable are city

building officials and inspectors?
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As a steering committee member for this
project so aptly noted,

The understanding of sequential levels
of decision making and reporting
within an organization is critical to the
identification of 'windows' for insertion
of relevant information or 'triggers' for

precipitating action. Too often we
preach to a choir that probably doesn't
even vote. Engineering staff often un-
derstands and supports mitigation in-
vestment but is not able to carry that
priority to higher levels in the organi-
zation. The message must be delivered
in the language of th~ addressee. And
the addressee must have the authority
to allocate adequate r~sources. That
authority is placed differently in differ-
ent organizations. Usually there is a
board which reviews a budget prepared
by an executive. That executive and
that board must be convinced of the
wisdom of the mitigation investment.
Those folks are not typically structural
engineers. We must understand the
context of decision making at this
level-to understand the competing
priorities, the possibility of trade-offs,
and the terms of discussion and com-

parlSOn.
We further must recognize that

responding to the rules of this decision
process are just as important as re-
sponding to gravity in design. Ignor-
ing or contradicting the dynamics of
this decision process is just as serious as
ignoring the laws of physics in terms of
accomplishing the mitigation goal

(Krimgold 1998).
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.Pot,ential impediments to improved
performance~ related to the decision
maker

.

.

Owner not motivated or interested

Advisors not motivated or

interested
Owner has no experience with

building development
Owner has no experience with

earthquakes or other natural

disasters

.Conditions that will make improved

performance more likely, related to

the Irjecision maker

Presence of a champion

Previous experienceofloss from

any natural event

Belief that loss can be personal

(affect occupants, employees, etc.

as well as have direct economic

costs)
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Ownership
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Figure 1 THE D$CISION-MAKINd CONTEXT: KEY CONSIDERATIONS

OCCUPANCY

If a building has a high number of occupants
or a particularly vulnerable population, it
becomes a higher priority for improved per-
formance. Some buildings are occupied only
intermittently, but may have very high
populations when they are-theaters, for
example. Other buhdings may have few
occupants during the day, but many at night
(apartment buildin!!ps). Office buildings can
have a high populat~on d4ring the day and
none at night. Som~ buildings house a
population that has no choice about being in
the building (schools, prisons).

If the building i~ already vacant, the
question of moving 'tenants is irrelevant, but
if the work is going, to be iconducted with
trhe tenants in place, this may add to the cost
of the project or the length of time required
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Occupancy

to complete the work. Retrofit work that

requires the displace~ent of tenants-re-

suIting both in the loss of income and pOten-

tial cost for relocation-!--is very unattractive

to owners. To reduce the impact of rehabili-

tation work on low-income housing resi-

dents in particular, so~e jurisdictions have

required that relocatiQn costs for each unit

be paid by the owner. These ancillary costs

add to the total cost of the strengthening

and are an impediment, sometimes killing

the ptoject.

Tenants may also Ii>lay a role by pressur-

ing an owner to take Some action. Tenants

may require upgrading of a building as a

condition to signing ~ lease In some cases,

what an owner does niay not be well-re-

ceived by the tenants. Owners may choose

to vacate the building, and/or find a new

location for the tenants.

With the Los Ang~les URM ordinance,

most building owners! and managers were

not able to increase re~ts to recoup the ex-

penses of seismic stre~gthening. When a

building was leased a(ter the work was com-

pleted, market rates vfere asked. Further

constraining rate incrfases were long-term

leases, with rates lock~d in (Blair- Tyler and

Gregory 1990).

.I*CENTIVES AND IMPEDIMENTS TO IMPROVING SEISMIC PERFORMANCE

.A contractor in Beve#yHills retrofit
an 11-story office building and worked out
a creative schedule with the manager and
the tenants whereby cons!ruction workers
began thefr shiftsi:JtlQp.m. and worked

t "1 6T- h .
k d b hun I a.m. eysometlmes wor e ot

days on weekends, and arranged specjal
hours for work inside a busy restaurant on
the ground floor.

The samecontractordeyjseda
creatjve strategy fortheretrofjtofa
dormjtory at the Universjtyof California
at Los Angeles, where students jjvedjn
some of the rooms whjle work was in
progress. Among the steps taken were
pla~njngme~tjngs wjth students an?
resIdent adv!sors, regula(progressbujle-
tjns, and a barrjcade-pajntjng contest,
wjth T-shjrts then made to carry the
wjnnjng desjgn. A student move between
wjngs of the dorm was orchestrated over
one weekend,accompanjed by a bar-
becue. The construction workers were
jnvjted to a partycelebratjng the end of
th . l 'e project.
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.Potential impediments to improved

performance, related to occupancy

.Displacement of existing tenants

.Relocation coSts

.Disruption of occupants and
fi "

unCrlons

.Conditions that will make improved

performance more likely, related to

occupancy

.Building currently vacant

.Otcupat1ts support risk reduction

.Occupants want to avoid earth-

quake losses

.Flexible construction schedule

.The Hotel Utah

Located in SaltLakeCity;this10-storyhistoricstructure was constructed in the early 1900s.
Now owned by the Church of Latter Day Saintsi the owner wanted to convert the guest room

floors into offices and maintain the historic interior spaces of the hotel such as the lobby;

original ballroom; andleceptionrooms. Seismic upgrade was not required by any governmen-
tal agency as part of this major remodel, but was desired by the owner to provide an in-

creasedjeve(of life safety to the occupants of the building and reduce property damage dur-

inga~ear~hquake.. Theorigi~a(f~cade of th~ building .CO~ld only have minor alterations in .
keeping WIth the wishes of hlstonc preservation organizations. The hotel was closed so maln-

tain;ngoccupancy was nota consideration in the design of the upgrade and remodel. Feasi-
bility studies indicated that new concrete shear walls would provide the most economical

c
method of upgrade.

The seismic upgrade of the building has now been completed and the building is back in
use. Most of the building is used as office space by the owner, but the historic areas of the

building, as we!( as the top floor, are open to the general public. The top floor houses two

restaurants a~dreception ro~n:s. The sei~mic upgrade of the building was cOTY}plete~ for a
cost of approxImately $4.5 million, according to the contractor's post-constructlon estimate,
or approximately $9.90 per square foot. This cost does not include the costs to demolish and

replace existing finishes sincethesefin;sheswere removed and replaced as part of the re-c
model of the building;"

Mijler and Reaveley 1996



Market and Economic Conditions

FinancialiAids

~

DECIllION ABOUT BUILDING

-MAINTENANCE
-CAPITALINVEllTMENTll
-RlllK MANAGEMENT

...
DECIllION TO IMPROVE llElllMIC PERFORMANCE

YElJ/NO

Figure 1 THE DECISION-MAKI~G CONTEXT: KEY CONSIQERATIONS

MARKET AND ECONOMIC

CONDITIONS!

Market and economic donditions will influ-I
ence the decision to i~prove seismic perfor-

mance. !

.Is the real estate m~rket booming, with

many transactions, ior is it slow? A slow

or static market makes it less likely that

an owner will invest money in retrofit

since the owner willl not be sure he or she

can regain the monf;y at the time of sale.

.How strong is the $1arket for the prod-

uct or service proviped by the owner?

Can enough produdt or service be sold to

cover the debt for the retrofit?

.What is the debt c~pacity of the build-

ing? Is it currently mortgaged to capac-

ity or can it carry a~ditional debt?

.What is the expect~d business or eco-

nomic interruption' in the event of an

31
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earthquake ? Can the business afford to
be closed for a lengthy period? If the
answer is no, this can be a major incen-
tive for retrofit.

Despite what has been claimed or be-
lieved in the past, there is growing evidence
that the real estate and financial markets
increasingly reflect a dewand for buildings
that are seismically strengthened. In Cali-
fornia some government officials believe that
the property ownership I)1arket (as opposed
to rentals) reflects an incteased value for
upgraded buildings. Aldhough it is still rare
to find mention in a real estate advertise-
ment of a building's expected performance in
ian earthquake or additio~al upgrading, the
cost of retrofit is reflecteql in the sales of
unreinforced masonry bu~ldings in most of
coastal California.

Some banks and lending institutions
routinely require an analysis of expected
seismic performance whep makingwans, but
not all. Nor do insurers rputinelyask about

expected seismicperforn1fl.nce when selling
earthquake insurance policies. However, one
Oregon insurer stated that his firm routinely
advises custOmers on wh~t they can do tO
reduce their risk, including when they are
ibuilding a new residential or commercial
building .

."A major hotel chain faced an interest-
ing problem after constructing a new hotel
in the city of North Charleston, South Caro-
lina. At the time of construc(ion, North
Charleston had no specific earthquake-
resista,nce requirementsmits building
code, fnJargemeasurebecausethesta

., ,
dfdno(have a buudfng code, Af(er con-
structionofthe hotel, however; anationaJ
insurance company would not accept the

,
mortgage because ft had evaluated re-
gional seismic
the 1886 eventfand noted the lackoff)n
appropriate seismic component iff the
original design of the building. fheinsur-
ance company then commissioned a San
FranciscQengineering firm to recommend
a rehabf'fitafion plan that would meet the
company's~arthquake performance re-
quirements fo(th~region. Subsequently, an
exre.rnalsteelframe that tied b~C~int~the
?rfgfnaf concrete fran:e was pdd~dtpthe
hote[ In short, the fnvestment-ormore
precis~/y,thecollateral-was protected,,

Altof the key decisions were made in
theprivatesectorlhis case provides an
important perspective on how theinsur-
ance industry, banks and oth~rff..nanc.ial
institutions and the building and real es-
tatecommunitiescould worktogethetto
fosterseismicrehabititation with or without
gavernmen tar partici pation, "

."The buyers in a seismically ac-
tive area such as San Francisco are
"very aware of seismic upgrade issues,
particularly associated with unrein-
forced masonry buildings. They will
not pay the same price for an unrein-
forced building that they would pay
for a strengthened building of the
.,ame caliber."

Lenders playa key rolb in an owner's risk
management decision sin~e most buildings
are heavily mortgaged. 45 part ofa loan
application, the lender m~y require a report
on probable maximum lo~s (PML). If the
PML exceeds 20 percent, ithe lender usually
fequires the owner to strdngthen the build-
ing or to purchase insuraljlce. If the PML is
less than 20 percent, the lender typically

California lender
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assumes the risk. Curtently, different tech-

niques are used in preparing PML reports,

making them less valtiable as risk manage-

ment tools than if a st~ndard definition and

methodology could be used throughout the

industry.

."Some buyers look at it as an
opportunity to do the upgrades and
improve the value of their asset."

California contractor

."The key question is whether the
market will operate to stimulate reha-
bilitation. When you buy a house, you
have to get a termite inspection, maybe
bracing for the water heatet; but not a
seismic evaluation. If mortgage lend-
ers don't recognize the risk, why should
the home buyers?"

C@fornia atcilitect

Developers and cotporations that buy

buildings for investm~nts hold a property for

a few years at most. It: makes more sense for

them to pass the seismic risk onto future

owners than to invest iin mitigation them-

selves. In a recent study of owners ofunrein-

forced masonry buildipgs in Los Angeles,,
several owners hoted ~hat strengthening does

not increase a buildin8's equity and, there-
'

fore, the costs must b~ viewed as an operat-

ing expense, rather than an investment.

When the building is viewed as a short-term

business investment, rehabilitation or build-

ing above code is not a part of the invest-

ment equation. The length of time investors

hold onto properties may be changing as

more and more buildings are owned by pub-

licly traded REITs (Rtal Estate Investment

Trusts). REITs are p~blicly held, so their

holdings don't turn over as much; they are

buying properties for ,~onger periods of time.

Using the market iplace to create value

for seismic safety has peen suggested as a

strong motivator for improving the perfor-

mance of buildings. ]f strategies could be

developed or nurtured that create this value,

the market place might end up taking care

of many of the bad bl\ildings in our commu-

nities.

.A major property owner on the West
Coast was planning significant renovations
to one of its buildings. The building was
vacant in preparation for the renovation.
A seismic analysis was conducted of the
building, indicating some problems but
nothing that made the PML unacceptable.
the owner decided that a seismic retrofit
might drive down the market for the building
because there would be visible signs of
retrofit, and the building would no longer be
considered Class A. A very desirable ten-
ant expressed interest in the building and
conducted their own seismic analysis.
Their analysis indicated some seismic
problems with the building, enough that the
prospective tenant became hesitant about
leasing space there. The tenant was so
valuable to the owner that the owner was
willing to conduct the seismic strengthening
work, at a cost exceeding $1 million. In
this case the market created value for the
seismic retrofit, through a knowledgeable
tenant and a willing owner.

."Companies that are paying at-
tention 10 seismic safety considerations
tend to be those 1hat own their build-
ings and are staying for a long time."

California structural engineyt

Recent work by May et at. on how to

improve rates of resid~ntial retrofit suggests

that markets must be created for third-party

services such as home inspection and reha-
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bilitation. One element in creating such
markets is the provision of information tO
homeowners. The authors argue for the
creation of a standardize<il building rating
system that provides a clear indication of the
earthquake risk for a giv~n home and the
cost-effectiveness of different mitigation
measures. They also arg1fle that the certifica-
tion of firms involved in itesting and miti-
gating different harms wOuld be required in
order tO create this market, as would avail-
able financial incentives and financing for
homeowners (May et al. 1998).

To date, lenders and insurers have con-
tributed to a situation in which the risk
:from earthquakes is not distributed or man-
aged equitably in the marketplace. The
government now bears a $ignificant portion
of the risk (by paying for response-rescue
and clean-up-and many recovery costs, and
through lost property, sates, and income tax).

Ironically, governments may also have com-
pounded the problem by allowing individu-
j;lls to make choices that significantly in-
crease this risk and decline the purchase of
insurance protection. The result is a much
higher level of risk of financial losses and
p1ortgage defaults than might otherwise be
the case (Klein 1998). In fact, a recent study
reported that in the Northridge earthquake,
according to estimates, after foreclosure

expenses, property repair costs, lost income
from interest, write-downs of loan balances,
and additional administrative costs, mort-
gage-related losses totaled $200 to $400
million (Shah and Rosenbaum 1996).
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.I~CENTIVES AND IMPEDIMENTS TO I~pROVING SEISMIC PERFORMANCE

.Potential impediments to improved
perflormancef related to market and
economic conditions

.

.

.

..
SLuggish economy"
No debt capacity of building

..
No market demand fo~ selsmlc

improved performance
Short length of time building held

by one owner

Weak real estate market and rental

market

.jr:onditions that will make improved
performance more likely, related to
market and economic conditions

.

.

Creating value for improved seis-

mic performance in the market

place
Booming economy

Requirementfo! improved
performance on the part of the

lender or insurer

Ability of the building to carry

additional debt

Ability of sales of product or

seNice to cover the cost of

improved performance
Strong real estate and rental

marketc ,





Regulatory Requirements

to map areas of potential surface rupture

along active earthquake faults. Location

within these and other known seismic hazard

zones must be disclosed at the time of sale of

buildings in these zones.

Constraints

Many California jurisdictions as well as ju-

risdictions in other states have triggers for

the improved performance of buildings. The

San Francisco building code, for example,

has provisions ithat trigger seismic upgrade

of existing buildings whenever substantial

alterations, major repairs, or occupancy

changes occur. In practicality this ordinance

applies primarily to commercial structures.

In Seattle, Washington, a similar trigger in

the code exists, specifying that if a renova-

tion is deemed a subst~ntial alteration, the

seismic provisions of the current building

code or an approved standard are enforced.

The cost ot improving seismic perfor-

mance can becpme unacceptably high be-

cause the work often triggers other require-

ments, particularly compliance with

disability access and other code require-

ments such as fire sprinklers and hazardous

materials, including lead and asbestos. This
is often cited by owners as one of the most

important impediments to taking action

(Russell 1997). In fact, according to a San

Fran~isco buildipg official, up to 20 percent

of the cost of the building rehabilitation is

typically spent for disabled access (Kornfield

1998).

To reduce this burden, some jurisdictions

have tried to impose only minimal addi-

tional requirements. The City of San Fran-

cisco conforms to a state attorney general's

decision that, for unreinforced masonry
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building upgrades, the city must enforce,
Title 24 for disabled access. To address the
~ssue of code requ~rement$ for seismic reha-
bilitation, San Francisco joined with the
Structural Engin~rs Association of North-
i+rn California to dreate a blue-ribbon panel
ti'o rewrite its seistlpic code provisions. The
crity intends to modify its code requirements

~o encourage partial voluntary seismic up-
grades. This may, be a powerful incentive,
which should be (bllowed carefully to deter-
rrine its effect in promoting voluntary seis-

Iirlic rehabilitatiod.

Retrofit detail on unreinforced masonry building.I
(Phoro: ICalifornia Governor's Office of Emergency
Serviresj Coastal Region)

; Other cities a~ considering ways to

lieduce the triggerS for other code-complying
work. The City douncil in Salinas, Calif-i
ornia, is considering options to relax the
drdinance requiring improved performance
qfunreinforced masonry buildings since it
triggers complian(:e with federal Americans
with Disabilities Act requirements (CSSC
1997). In Portland, Oregon, seismic up-
grades are exempt from the state fire-safety,
energy, and access requirements, but nothing
can exempt a buil4ling from the federal
Americans with Oisabilities Act (National
Academy of Public Administration 1997).

Incentives

Regulatory relief ctan act as an important
incentive to improved performance. Table 1
identifies a wide r~nge of incentives being
used by California jurisdictions to ensure
compliance with either mandatory or volun-
ta.ry programs to strengthen unreinforced
masonry buildings. According to the Cali-
fornia Seismic Safe!ty Commission evalua-
tion, economic incentives seem to encourage
owners in voluntary strengthening programs
tcD retrofit (CSSC 1997).
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~AB LE 1

CALIFORNIA JURISDICTIONS WITH INCENTIVE PROGRAMS TO HELP WITH THE
COMPLIANCE OF LAWS REQUIRING THE IDENTIFICATION AND/OR

STRENGTHENING OF UNRIEINFORCED MASONRY BUILDINGS
(Source: California 51eismic Safety Commission 1997) ,

Arroyo Grande 25 nonhistoric

Berkeley 587 nonhistoric

Escondido

Fl~xible with its deadline for compliance, reduced
permit fees, extended time limits, and non-
corforming building use permitted

Imposes V2% transfer tax on property sales with
proceeds used to retrofit the structure, waives
permit fees, posts clearly visible warnings

Mills Act (property tax reduction for owners of
historic properties) and fee waivers

Grant and deferred loan program

5 O historic
7 nonhistoric

Fullerton 43 historic
82 nonhistoric

Grover Beach 4 nonhistoric Bl1:ilding for building replacement allowed
wi,thout having to meet parking requirements

City paid for engineering and plans3 historic

9 nonhistoric

Hemet

Inglewood 56 nonhistoric

La Verne 10 nonhistoric

Los Gatos 6 historic

15 nonhistoric

Palo Alto

Ci~y reimburses up to $3000 of the cost of
engineering studies, 100% of plan check fees,
permits and taxes using redevelopment money

O£fers up to 50% grant to cover engineering and
cohstruction costs

R(jvocation of occupancy for buildings that do not
cotnply with deadline, replacement of damaged
b~ildings without providing more parking

In,reased occupant density allowed, additions to

strengthened buildings allowed, parking
re~uirements waived

4 historic

43 nonhistoric

Pomona O~dinance tied to special assessment district or
similar financing

96 nonhistoric

Rancho

Cucamonga

18 historic
4 nonhistoric

Pa~phlet developed explaining various options
and incentives, encouraging use of Mills Act
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Sa~ Francisco 516 historic
1551 nonhistoric

'on8s to fund seismic retrofit loan program

San Diego NA

San Jose 74 historic

72 nonhistoric

olctntarily reviewed the URM situation in the
ommunity, appointed City Manager's Com-
it tee on seismic retrofit, requires property

wners to retrofit structure when it changes use
.

r lQcreases occupancy

edftvelopment fund grants for engineering
esiiJ,n work, exempts permit fees, forming

s ec~al assessment district to provide bond
nadcing, developed tenant assistance program

Sari leandro 1 historic

39 nonhistoric

San Mateo 28 nonhistoric

~ sse~sment district to fund low-interest loan

rogram

I r~rits and loans

Santa Barbara S~m~nars for contractors and building inspectors

Santa Clara

80 historic
183 nonhistoric

24 nonhistoric

Torrance 50 nonhistoric

3% interest loans to fund engineering analysis
itha 5-year payback

ity ,funded subsidy to pay for the engineering
a al}!sis at $0.50 per square foot, and formed
$679,000 assessment district for those who chose
t join

Tustin 8 nonhistoric

Up~and 58 nonhistoric

Vacaville 14 historic

7 nonhistoric

Vallejo 8 historic

56 nonhistoric

Community development block grants for up to
,

$ 000 provided for engineering costs

$ ~illion commercial rehabilitation loan
p ogJ;am-loans at market rate, architectural,
e girteering and loan packaging

3 v r~development matching loan program over
2 y~ars for retrofits. Fa~ade loans.

$ 0,<!>00 per building maximum CDBG loan

West Hollywood 20 historic
81 nonhistoric

mended the rent control program to allow rent
i cre~ses, $7100 per building Community

evelopment Block Grant funds, housing rehabil-
it tiori program of $10,000 per building, reduc-
t~ n or waiver of fees, zoning inccntives
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Relief from Nonconforming Provisions

Many older seismically hazardous buildings

may not conform to the development stan-

dards that now apply tp new construction.

For example, there may not be any on-site

parking and the setbacks may be less than

currently required. Some exemptions for

seismic upgrade can be made for alterations

or enlargements of these structures.

Some of the zoning controls mentioneq
in Table 1 can be used as incentives to im~ 1

prove seismic performance of buildings. h~

foLlowing discussion is summarized from

Sei!JmicRetrofit Incentive Programs: A Handb~ok

for Local Governments (Bay Area Regional
I '

Earthquake Preparedness Project 1992, I;c l!
67 - 78) ".

Restrictions on New Occupancy

A zoning ordinance could require that any

applicant for a discretionary zoning permit

for occupancy of a URM or other potentially

hazardous building that does not conform to

current building code standards for seismic

safety present a schedQle for upgrading the

structure to meet seismic standards within a

stated period of time.

Density/Intensity Bonuses fl ., A CIty can offer specIfic illcreases ill the ;1";""

. II bl b . Id . d .
maxImum a owa e ill illg ensIty to' (,:l;

help offset the added costs of seismic up- i'

grades. For example, a number of commu~i-

ties allow taller or larger buildings if pedef-

trian amenities are provided, or if parking l i$

placed underground. i

Transfer ofDevelopment Rights (TDR

A city can allow a property owner to trans et

unused development rights to another sit ,

based on the rationale that there is a public

purpose to be achieved in requiring a seis ic

upgrade, and the existing use of the buildt

ing may not generate sufficient income to I

justify the retrofitting costs. TDR is par-

iti.cula~ly suited to designate~ or ce~t.ifie~

hlStOflC structures where no mtens1hcatlo

oruse is contemplated or even allowed. T e

value of the develop~ent right to be trans!-

fetred should approximate the cost of the i

fi .
retro 1ttmg. "r

Real Estate Offices

In California, the state government and the

state institutions of higher learning strongly
prefer to lease buildinf;,s that are in compli-

ance with the building code and other

strengthening regulat~ons that might apply.

For example, the state Real Estate Services

Division has a Seismic Safety Lease Renewal

Policy that requires a building assessment

(using FEMA-310 or other current method)

before a long-term lease on a private build-

ing can be renewed. Such polices serve as

incentives for building owners who want to

rent their buildings to public agencies.Reduction in Development Standards I

T~e objective of allowing for a minor red

tion in certain specified building or site

development standards would be to offset

the added costs associated with retrofit tin:

older structures.

F ederal Executive Orders

Two potentially very ifi1portant executive

orders have been promulgated related to

seismic safety. One applies to new federal

building construction iand one applies to

existing federal buildings. The potential

effect of these orders, in particular the one

4l,
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related to existing buildings, is as yet un-
known. As the second order becomes more
widely applied, its potential effectiveness in

encouraging improved performance and
rehabilitation will become more apparent.

Executive Order 12699 of January 5, 1990-
S,eismic Safety of Federal and Federally Assisted
or Regulated New Building Construction
Each federal agency respoqsible for the de-
sign and construction of e~ch new federal
building is required to make sure that the
building is designed and constructed in
a~cordance with appropriate seismic design
and construction standards. This order ap-
p~ies to the lease of new buildings, as well as

buildings where the federal agency is assist-
ililg in the financing, through federal grants
or loans, guaranteeing the financing, or
through loan and 11I1ortgage programs. In
a<;ldition, each federal agency with generic
r~sponsibility for regulating the structural
st1.fety of buildings should use appropriate
seismic design and construction standards
far new buildings within that agency's pur-

.,
vtew.

All federal agencies have reported that
they have adopted at least one of the model
codes recommended by the Interagency
Committee on Seismic Safe~y in Construc-
tion. Up-to-date seismic design practices, as
embodied in the current model codes, are
now recognized as significant aspects of all
federal new building construction projects
(FiEMA 1997c).
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Regulatory Requirements

Executive Order 12941 of December 1, 1994-+
Seismic Safety of Existing Federally Owned or j

Leased Buildings

This order requires the president to adopt,

"standards for assessing and enhancing the

seismic safety of existing buildings con-

strlilcted for or leased by the Federal govern-

meht which were designed and constructed,

without adequate seismic design and con- j

structi.on standards.". T~e standards develj

oped, issued, and mamtamed by the Inter-

agency Committee on Seismic Safety
in Const~u:tion (ICSSC) have been adopted

las the mirumum level acceptable. The

adopted standards specify five triggers that

mandate a seismic evaluation of a federally

owned building; however, these triggers ar~

apparently generating very few actual reha-

bilitations.

In addition to the standards, this Execu~

tive Order requires that agencies inventory

their buildings and come up with an esti-

mate of how many are at risk and how muc'h

it would cost to fix them. Armed with this

information, which is due on December 1 ,

1998, FEMA will develop a proposal to

Congress, due December 1, 2000, contain-

ing a systematic, economically feasible plan

for achieving adequate seismic safety in ex-

isting federally owned buildings. The pro-

cess of developing the inventory has been a

great awareness-builder in the agencies

(Todd 1998).
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I .Potential impediments to improved

perfonnance, related to regulatory

requirements

.Triggering other work

.laLk of retrofit standards

.Inconsistent levels of code enforce~

ment

.CoiJditions that will make improved

performance more likely, related to

regulatory requirements

.Government policies prohibiting
the leasing of buildings that fai+to

meet earthquake standards

.Government policies requiring
newly owned or assisted (using

public funds) buildin gsb~seismi -

cally resistant





Information, Disclosure, Technical Assistance

Oregon Seismic Rehabilitation

Task Force

A Seismic Rehabilitatibn Task Force was

created in Oregon in 1 ~95 to address a series
I

of issues related to the Irehabilitation of exist-

ing buildings. The ta~k force, consisting of

representation from alll the major stakeholder

groups interested in se~smic safety, recom-

mended retrofit of unr~inforced masonry
buildings in Or~gon ~ithin 30 years of

adoption of the proposled measures; rehabili-

tation of other buildings within 70 years;

the completion of a st~tewide inventory by

2004; a mandatory str~ngthening program
for essential facilities; tehabilitation of otherI
buildings through a se~ of passive triggers;
and the creation of inc~ntives, including a

tax credit and a prope~ty tax abatementI
(Seismic Rehabilitatior Task Force 1996).

Although the legislatibn required to imple-

ment these recommen4lations has not been
i

enacted, this task forc~ played an important

part in building awar~ness and providing

information that can ~e used as the basis for

future policy making. I

City of San Leandro, California:

Technical Assistance i

Part of a $300,000 earthquake preparedne$s
appropriation (which includes federal hazatd

mitigation grant funds) assists residents w~th
the improved performance of their homes. ,

The Home Earthquake Strengthening Pro~
gram contains four basic elements: a set ofl

publications to assist the homeowner in

getting underway with a retrofit; a separat~

inspection and permit for this type of wor*;

a tool-lending "library" for those residents !

doing the work themselves; and community

training for retrofit construction. The

Homeowner's Handbook was developed to sh~w
how to strengthen wood frame homes and i ,

was delivered to all single-family residenc1s I

in the city. i

A more detailed publication, the Prescr~p-,
tive Standard and Plan Set, was prepared as ~ I
set of numbered construction details for i

strepgthening wood frame homes, and offt:tr$

a standard scope of work for contractor biqs

as well. Both publications are available to
l Ihomeowners at no cost. The city offers a i

pre-construction inspection specifically fo~
the earthquake strengthening work. Perniit

fees are set at low rates to minimize the' i

number of households avoiding the work! I

because of costs. A series of five two-houri I
construction workshops is offered by the c~ty

to those homeowners who want to do bolt~

ing and bracing on their own. A one-day :

course, Contractor Seismic Safety Training,

is required for contractors who wish to be iI
included on the list of qualified contracto~s

available to homeowners in the city (ABA~
1998). I i

California Seismic Safety

Commission

Legislation in the stat~ of California requires

disclosure of known s1ismic vulnerabilities

to prospective buyers.1 Realtors are required

to give a copy of the Jfomeowner's Guide to

Earthquake Safety, dev~loped by the califor-

nia Seismic Safety Co$mission, to prospec-

tive buyers at the earl~est possible time be-

fore sales. Owners are, required to fill out an

evaluation form on th~ seismic safety of the

house. The guide is t~e largest selling
earthquake publicatiop in California, with

roughly 300,000 soldlsince 1992. A similar

publication exists for fommercial properties.
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California Law Requiring

Placarding Buildings
In California, state law requires that unrein-
forced masonry building property owners in
Seismic Zone 4 must post a sign with the

following suggested language:

This is an
unreinforced

masonry building.

Unreinforced masonry
buildings may be unsafe

in the event of a

major earthquake.

The sign must be in ai conspicuous place
at the entrance of the bui~ding. One of the
chief building officials in !San Francisco
thinks the signs are good in the sense that
they let people know they are facing a risk
when entering one of the~e buildings. How-
ever, he admits that in m<j>st cases people
choose to ignore the sign~ because they have
no choice. The requiremt!nt for posting this
information is not widely!enforced.

California OES Earthquake

Program
California OES, with 50 percent support
from NEHRP/FEMA fun~s, has a program
to develop publications aqd disseminate
them to various types of building owners
and governments throughput the state.
These publications provid~ information on
how to prepare for an eart~quake, including
information on how build~ngs can be seis-
mically strengthened. (Se~ in particular
Strengthening and Repairinii your Wood Frame
House, California Governot's Office of Emer-
gency Services Earthquakd Program 1995.)
Evaluation of the usefulness of these materi-
als in motivating action has been spotty,
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Information, DIsclosure, Technical Assistance

although ~ 1990 surv~y found that 80 per-

cent of th: people r~c9iving the m~terials

found thel to provIdG the type of mforma-
I

tion they reeded (Micbaels 1990). Since it is
I

informati~n, but ~ot rgulatio.n, there is no

enforcem~t and httlei evaluatIon.

FEMA technical Assistance

Progra~s !
FEMA ha) , funded a s~ries of publications

over the l' st decade a4dressing various tech-

nical, as ell as social land economic issues,
in earthq~ake risk red~ction. A number of

these havd proven to ~e important docu-

ments in I he advance$ent of earthquake
engineeri' g, includin~ the identification of

I
hazardou~ buildings apd the selection of
appropri i e mitigatio~ strategies. More

recently EMA has u4derwritten the devel-

opment d, guidelines ror rehabilitating exist-
I

ing buil~ ngs.

Manyl engineers a~d city officials have

cited the~ FEMA tec~nical publications as
i ,

importan influences ~n their understanding
of seismi issues. As ~iscussed above, institu-

i
tional 04 ers often u~e the FEMA method-

ologies i their buildilng evaluations, and

these eva ations freqtlently form the basis
for a retr I fit decision. ,

Learni4g from Earthquakes

Site visit to earthqua~e-damaged areas are

a great l~ ming exper~ence. Upon return,
many fie observers qonvey a sense of reality

and urge cy to co-wotkers and decision

makers iq their organizations. These experi-

ences allOlw them tO speak knowledgeably

and crediply about th~ specific consequences
of earthq$akes. Engi~eers are able tO convey

this infor~ation tO tHeir clients-owners

~
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r , and instituti :nal decisioni makers who can

use the infor ation direcily in their organi-
.

zatlons.

The Eart~uake Engi~eering Research

Institute runsi a Learning from Earthquakes
I

program witQ funding frqm the National

Science Foun4ation. EERJI sends reconnais-

sance teams tt earth~uak{j sites. The l~ssons observed are ansmItted ~O the professIonal

community Vi a technical priefings, slide

sets, videos, apd publications. EERI is also a

major partici ~ ;ant in the ~ost-Earthquake

Information' learinghou.sb, a .collabo~ati~e

effort of a nu ber of Cah(ornIa orgaruzatIons

to gather and ,make useab~e immediate post-

earthquake o~servations. i

Learning from Peet+s andI
Professioqal AssociationsI
Pr~fessional a

f SOci~tionS a.r~ pe~rs also p:ay

an Important i ole m provIpmg mformatIon,
that may ulti ately lead ~o the strengthen-

ing ofa build ng. In the fEMA-sponsored,
study, Financifl Incentives /r;r Seismic Rehabili-
tation of Haza ~,dous B~ildin~s, the a~thors

recommended targetmg t~e Amencan Hos-

pital Associat.on, the Pub~ic Risk and
Insurance Ma~agement Association, the Risk

, .
and InsuranceiManagemeQt SocIety, Inc.,

state municip~lleagues, a1i1d the national

associations wt ich serve t~e lenders (bank-
~ng, thri~t, ap rais~l) a~ a means to get out
mformatIon r ardmg Improved perfor-
mance (Buildirg Technology Inc. 1990a).
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rnformation, Disclosure, Technical Assistance

In intervi; ws conduct~d as part of a recent

National! cademy of iPublic Administration

project o : improving ~eismic safety in exist-
l

ing feder! buildings,1many participants
mentione: profession~l associations, such as

structura~ engineers a~sociatiotls, as valuable

sources o technical idformation (NAPAi
1997), El RI has tec~nical briefings for its

members jl nd distrib~tes much information

to them. :

.JNCENTIVES AND IMPEDIMENTS TO tMPROVING SE~SMIC PERFORMANCE

r-;-:;otential impediments to improved
performance, related to information
and technical assistance
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.

Lack of information

Lack of retrofit standards

.Conditions that will make improved
performance more likely, related to
information and technical assistance

Opportuni(ies for learning from

earthquakes
Availability of technical assistance

arid information

Disclosure of risk





Costs

Direct Costs

In the FE~A report, rypical Costs for Seismic
,

Rehabilitd,tion of Buildirgs (Second Edition),

the authors identify d~rect rehabilitation cost

components.

Construc.ion costs incilude:
!

.struct~ral rehabili~ation costs (cost for

struct~ral work petformed by the con-
,

tracto~ and the suqcontractor)

.nonstkctural rehabilitation costs (in-
, ;

clude$ cladding, plirapets, architectural

and ~echanical/el~ctrical/plumbing
,

systems, and equipment necessary for the

building to functi~n as intended)

.demo~ition and restoration costs (archi-

tectu~al work nece,ssitated by the struc-

tural ~ork)

.cost tp repair existin g elements used as
part qf the lateral force-resisting system

Non-seisinic-related construction costs

include:
.fire a~d life safety ( the building or fire

i
department may r~quire an owner to

upgr~de fire protection and other life-
!

safet~ provisions, including improving
the fibe rating of certain walls, providing

sprin~lers and fire escapes)

.mech~nical, plumbing, and electrical

reno~tion (owner may be required by

build~ng or fire department to upgrade

these systems, or owner may take the

opportunity to undertake these upgrades)

.archi~ectural renovation (owner often

takes i opportuni ty to make archi tectural

renoViations and improvements beyond

archi tectural demoli tion)
.dam~e repair costs (cost to repair struc-

tural !damage from previous earthquakes,
settle!ment, or deterioration in elements
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.

of the building not affecting the seismic

performance of the blJ-ilding)
hazardous material removal costs (cost to
remove hazardous materials such as as-
bestos, lead paint, or contaminated soil)
costs to provide access for the disabled
(cost to provide improved accessibility to
disabled individuals as required by fed-
eral, state and local laws)

.

Nonconstruction costs include:
.managemient costs (costs necessary to

manage the project, ~rforming analyses,
obtaining, financing, ~egotiating with
design consultants, testing laboratories,
contractors, city officials, tenants, and
clients)

.design fees, testing and permitting costs
(cost of design professionals, testing and

inspection firms, building permit fees)
.relocation costs (cost tj9 relocate occu-

pants and equipment due to the disrup-
tion expected by the cqnstruction; often
this cost can be one of the largest)
(Hart and Srinivasan 1994)

The same !eport identifies a number of

factors that chn influence the rehabilitation

Costs, including

.seismicity

.performance objectives

.structural system

.occupancy class

.building area

.number of stories

.building age characteristics

.occupancy condition

It can be difficult to recover costs since
s,eismic retrofit has not in the past been
generally perceived as creating market value
for a property, either by increasing property
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values or Iby somehow making a property
more des~rable. A critical factor in the deci-
sion to i~prove seismic performance is the
owner's d~termination of the likelihood that
costs can Ibe recovered (through increased
rents or a~ time of sale) in an acceptable

period ofltime.

~

Indirect Costs

There may also be indirect costs in terms of

lost square footage or space needed for the

structura~ elements that may need to be

added. I~ a study of building owners and

the unreipforced masonry ordinance in Los

Angeles, IBlair- Tyler and Gregory found that

this was ~ major indirect cost for at least oneI
owner (1990).

Opportunity Costs

There art1 also opportunity costs with seismic

strengthdning. Every dollar spent on im-I
proving ~he performance of a building is a

dollar th~t is not spent on something else.

What wi~l not be done because the money

will be u$ed for improved performance? AI
school di~trict, for example, may not be able

to begin fonstruction for a new building

because that money there is has to be used

to improve the seismic performance ofexist-

ing buil~ings. Forfeiting or postponing

construc~ion of a new school is not the firstI
thing th{j school district usually wants to do.

Expe~ience sugges,ts that an important

strategy ~or managing the costs of improved

seismic ~rformance is to build as much as

possible into the ongoing facilities manage-

ment program. For example, at the time of

routine ~~ilding maintenance, remodeling,,
reroofingl, or change of occupancy, basic

seismic upgrading can occur.

~
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Working together as a construction team
may also he.p reduce rehabilitation costs.
The architeqt, contractor, and engineer can
discuss and evaluate cost-cutting ideas to-
gether and wake modifications as a team.
If the project is not being put out to bid,
but will be handed to a selected design and
construction team, it is possible that very
elaborate pl4ns and specifications will not be
as necessary. !

~
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Bradbury Building

The Bradbury Building, built in 1893, is a five-
story steel fame building with a brick and sand-
stone exterior. The exquisite interior has an inner
court with perimeter offices topped with a glass
skylight. The interior is enhanced by open cage
elevators, beautiful wood paneling, and ornamen-
tal grill work and balcony railings imported from
France. The building has been used as a setting
for several movie and television productions.
Truly an architectural landmark, the building was
designated an historic monument by the Cultural
Heritage Board of the City of Los Angeles.

The notice to comply with Division 88 came in
1983. The owners decided to proceed with the
seismic work, coupled with a complete renova-
tion of the building's interior. The owners claim
they made the decision to proceed based on an
estimate of $800,000-$900,000 for the seismic
work alone. The work ended up costing about
$2.4 million without the interior renovation.

Because of its unique design, the building has

attracted tenants for the office space. Before the
seismic work began in 1983, the building was

90 percent leased with retail on the ground floor and professional offices on the upper floors.
The upper floor leases were terminated soon after the seismic work began and the space
remained empty, generating no income throughout the work. The building was pre-Ieased
during the interior renovation which began after the seismic work was completed in 1988.

Interior renovation is expected to cost an additional $1 to $3 million.

The building was one of the first to be started and everyone's lack of experience coupled
with the unusual design of the building created problems. Because of the building's design
with its five-story open interior topped by a glass ceiling, it was not possible to close off or

remove the upper floors. The only options were comprete strengthening or complete

demolition.

Work on the Bradbury Building was partly financed through a $800,000 low-interest
loan from CRA (Community Redevelopment Authority). CRA also negotiated the sale of the
building's air rights for $1,100,000. The owners also took the permitted 20 percent historic
rehabilitation tax credit. The rest of the cost was financed with a bank loan. Even with this
substantial public assistance, the owners claim that rents would have to be raised by $1.50
to $2.00 per square foot to pay for the work.Jn retrospect, they say that if they had known at
the start how much time the work would take and how much it would cost, they would have

pushed for partial demolition or closed off the upper floors,

(Photo and text: Blair-Tyler and Gregory 1990, 58-59)
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Figure 1 THE DECISION-MAKINGICONTEXT: KEf CONSIDERATIONS

developers, and because the benefits, in
the form ~f reductions in loss oOife and
property, ~re uncertain and occur in the
future. Moreover, though the costs
associated with mitigation programs are
generally i$pecific and obvious, their
benefits afe more diffuse and do not
attach to particular people (Beatley and
Berke 1990,63).

The costsr or improved seismic perfor-

rpance are im ediate; the benefits are mea-

siured in term of future building perfor-
rhance in an uncertain event. Table 2 below
identifies considerations in thinkin g about
costs and ben~fits,and illustrates the diffi-
culty in makitng comparisons between
today's costs and tomorrow's benefits.

BENEFITS

There are important benefits from improv-
ing the seismic performance of a building:
protection of life, property, and possessions,
as well as continuity of business. The major
difficulty in evaluating and appreciating
these benefits is that most accrue in the
future, at the time of an earthquake. The
costs of improving the seismic performance
ofa building are current, and the improve-
ments may never be tested. Another serious
issue has to do with who gets the benefits.
All these bones of contention are summed
up in the observation below:

Local adoption of seismic mitigation
policy is difficult politically because
it often places additional economic or

regulatory burdens on particular groups,
such as building owners and land
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~

.The rehabilitation work performed at
the Price Club store in Richmond, Califor-

nia, in 1986 is a good example of earth-
quake upgrading of concrete tilt-up build-
ings. Constructed in 1963, this building
was found to need strengthening by the
structural engineer responsible for a
renovation. Although the upgrade was not

required by code, the owner recognized
the vulnerabffityofthe structure and felt
that seismicu . p(jradingwas appropriate to6

protect customers and to minimize eco-
nomic loss after an earthquake. The
seismic strengthening work was done as
a separate element of the remodeling
necessary to convert the warehouse for
use as a retail outlet. Because the build-
ing was not occupied during strengthen-
ing, there was no disruption to buHding
occupants. Most of the work was com-
pleted within ten weeks. The total pro-
jected seismic retrofit cost, not including
the design fees, was $350,000 (1986
dollars), or approximately one dollar per
square foot. Approximately 20 percent of
the construction cost was related to an-
chorage and continuity measures, 40
percent was associated with new bracing
and 40 percent was for new foundations.

{Photo and text adapted from.
Bay Area Regional Earthquakec .

Preparedness Project 1989)

Financial Benefits

In his keynote address to the 1997 EERI
Annual Meeting, a California engineer
illustrated how an owner might determine
whether the costs of improving the perfor-
mance of a building are economically justifi-
able (Hamburger 1997). He assumed a
100,000-square-foot structure with a re-
placemenf value of $100/square foot, and he
assumed seismicity such that there is a one
in 200 probability of a major earthquake at
the site at any time. Most people would not
find a 1 in 200 chance of an earthquake very
compelling. And, if an owner discounts
benefits based on the uncertainty associated
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with an eartfquake's occurrence, the costs
most likely 1utweigh the benefits.

Howeverl using a deterministic assump-
l

tion (that is,! ssuming the earthquake willcactually occ " , rather than discounting pro-

ijected losses ased on the probability of the
event's occur ence), he did calculations for an

earthquake iii the Sth year of ownership, the
lOth year, an the 2Oth year (Table 3 ).

"

He took ~e present value of a loss in

~ome future fear and subtracted the present

value of the f ' sidualloss if the building is

upgraded be, re the earthquake. This indi-
cates how m I: ch money an owner should be

l
willing to sp i nd on upgrade today to avoid a

! !

known expe i: e in the future. His analysis

shows that ifl! n owner believes an earth-
quake will o \ ur during his ownership of a

building, he ill be economically motivated
to upgrade, alternatively, to purchase

1
1nsurance. I

SB
,
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.{{One industry that has a height-
ened awareness of earthquake risk is
the high-tech industry, especially the

computer industry. Computer-re-
lated products can be very costly and
the daily economic output of high-tech
businesses can far exceed the cost of
the structure that houses them. We
were hired by a computer company to
l'valuate two tilt-up buildings that
they lease. They use the buildings to
(lssemble and store expensive com-
puter products. Our evaluation re-
suited in recommendations for retro-
fit to reduce the p ML and provide a
life-safe condition for the building's
occupants in a significant local earth-
quake. The evaluation and retrofit
tuere done voluntarily. The company
intends to discuss their findings with
the owners and, hopefully, negotiate
shared responsibility for the proposed
seismic upgrade."

., -..
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Benefits

In short, someone who goes by statistical
probabilities would not find the benefit-cost
relationship attractive. But someone risk-
averse, who believes an earthquake could
occur during ownership of the building,
would find the costs worthwhile.

Other Benefits

While some decisions about how to manage
the risk fot a particular building are made
strictly by weighing potential loss (physical
damage) against potential cost of the im-
proved performance (as illustrated in Table
3 ), many other decision makers factor in
important intangibles. In the private sector,
such intangibles include protecting lives,
business continuity, maintaining a competi-
tive position, and public image. In the pub-
lic sector, such intangibles include protect-
ing health and welfare, preserving a certain
building stock (historic buildings, for ex-
ample), p(eserving certain building uses
(such as low-income housing), reducing the
need for displacement and demolition, as
well as the ability to provid uninterrupted
services. The uncertainty associated with an
earthquake may be outweighed by the com-
plete unacceptability of the possibility of
losing equipment, or production capacity, or
certain bujldings. Thus, the benefits that
will accrue in the future may be much more
substantial than the costs that are incurred

today.

Observable Benefits

In California there have been enough recent

earthquakes to demonstrate that the benefits

of improved performance have outweighed

costs. A reconnaissance report after the

Northridge earthquake evaluated the perfor-

mance of many buildings, including a num-

ber that had been previously retrofitted

~
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~

(Holmes an Somers 1996). Three tilt-up
buildings in the area of strong ground shak-
ing construc ed prior to 1976 code changes,
but retrofitt d, sustained minor or at most
nonhazardo , damage. In contrast to these

'buildings, f<f1r nonretrofit, pre-1976 build-
lings suffere significant damage. There was
;no evidence fwall anchorage, subdia-,
phragm con .nuity ties (cross ties), and con-
finement tie at girder support on top of
pilasters in y of these buildings. In one,
two wall part Is moved out of place as much
as six to eiglt inches. These excessive defor-,'mations cau " d water damage from joint

separation o sprinkler pipes and suspended
ceiling syste failure in an office area
(Holmes and Somers 1996, 108). Wood
frame buildi gs that had strengthened crip-
ple walls sho ed the effectiveness of such
improved pe formance.

.Starbucks made a commitment to
lease up to four large floors of warehouse

space in Seattle, Washington, and convert it
to the company's corporate headquarters.
The change in occupancy from warehouse to

corporate office space caused the project to
qualify as a substantial alteration. The City
of Seattle in such a case enforces the seis-
mic provisions of the current building code
or an approved standard. Currently the city

accepts FEMA-178 as an approved stan-
dard. The seismic performance objectIve of
this standard is life safety. The retrofit

scheme that was developed for this building
added lateral strength and ductility to the

building while providing sufficient drift-con-
trol. The contractor was engaged in the de-

sign phase, an important consideration in

resolving many constructability issues re-
lated to installing 1,000 tons of steel in a

fully occupied building. The building con-
tained numerous tenants, all of whom
needed to remain fully operational during

construction. For this reason, all work in
the year-long construction phase was com-

pleted at night. This project was the largest
seismic upgrade in Seattle to date, and re-
quired a team effort by engineers, archi-

tects, owners, contractors, tenants, and
building officials.

Because c;- a 1981 ordinance requiring
,

seismic stren thening of unreinforced ma-

Sonry (URM buildings in Los Angeles,
there are dat on the performance of retrofit
and unretrofi URM buildings. The great
~ajority of r trofit URM buildings survived
the earthqua e with minimal or no damage,
tnd there we no deaths o~ injuries in a
tJRM buildi g. As would be expected,
1+lnretrofit U M buildings performed worse
than both rei forced masonry buildings and
t;etrofit UR buildings. Many suffered
~ignificant st ctural damage and posed a
~erious risk t life safety (Holmes and
Somers 1996

{F!hoto and text adapted from
Lundeen and Fretz 1998)
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"
Howeter, while the performance of retro-

fit URM t uildings was consistent with what engineers nd city officials expected (reduc-

tion ofris of death or injury), this was not

the expected performance as understood by

some owdbrs. Many owners did not realize

that a ret c fit building can be substantially

damaged, occasionally to the point of not

being eco omically repairable. In addition,

owners e dently did not have a full appre-

ciation of he expected variability of damage

due to sit location, configuration, and qual-
!

ity of de
~.' n and construction (Holmes and

Somers 1 96). It is important that owners

clearly u erstand the extent to which the

seismic pcljrformance of their buildings will,
be impro~ed before investing.c

Wood frame building with strengthened criPple wall~.

(Photo: James Russell)

.INCENTIVES AND IMPEDIMENTS TO IMfROVING SEI~MIC PERFORMANCE

---~-~ it:c,

:,". Potential impediments to
" imprc,ved performance, related to

benefits

Perception that costs exceed
benefits
Li~ited definition of benefits

(excluding intangibles)
Difficulty in measuring future
bepefits deriving from an uncertain
event

.(~onditions that will make
imprc,ved performance more likely,
relatl3d to benefits

Perception that benefits are greater
than costs
Overriding factors that compel
owners to retrofit even if benefits
can't be readily quantified, such as
prQtecting Jives, business continu-

ity,maintaining competitive posi-
tion,public image
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Figure 1 THE DECISION-MAKING C;:ONTEXT: KEY CONSIDERATIONS

FIN AN CIAL AIDS

Financial incentives can be one of the most

important elements in the decision to

strengthen a building. Past experience sug-

gests that there are several:

. Tax policy, including tax credits for seis-
mic retrofit work, tax deductibility for
the work, and tax abatement so that
seismic retrofit work does not contribute
to an increased property tax
Grants, reduced interest loans, loan guar-
antees, and subsidies for retrofit work

.

A number of financial incentive pro-
grams have been developed over the past
decade at the federal, state, and local govern-
mental levels to encourage building owners
,to strengthen buildings. There is a general
sense that these programs are not sufficient,
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and have not yet resulted in a significant
increase of upgraded buildings.

Some of the programs are also contra-
dicted or undercut by other programs. For
example, tax policy allows building owners
to deduct losses from a natural disaster, but
not the expense of mitigating to reduce such
losses. The availability of disaster assistance
programs has created the mistaken impres-
sion that the federal government will bail
out building owners after a disaster. U nfor-
tunately, the perception that the federal
government will make an owner whole again
keeps many owners from investing a penny
in improved seismic performance.

Federal and state laws related to taxation
and bonding capacity can act both as im-
pedimentS and incentives, Current bonding
limitations and tax laws such as the 1986
Federal Tax Simplification law are major
impediments. This tax act established a
policy of simpler tax forms and discouraged
states from adding new lines on tax forms for
special tax credits or deductions. As a result,
income-tax related tax incentives, if any, will
most likely originate in Congress rather than
in state governments. After the Loma Prieta
earthquake the California Seismic Safety
Commission introduced an act, which was
signed into law, that allows cities to use
general obligation bonds for private building
retrofits. This acts as an incentive.

To make financial incentive programs
effective, one has to identify objectives and
expected results and evaluate a program's
ability to meet the objectives. For example,
how many property owners will be moti-
vated to take action by a five percent tax
rebate? How many buy a loan one or two
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losses as are incurred rather than to spend
money now to prevent potential losses.
Other risks to banks, such as credit card
fraud, happen on a daily basis and are the11e-
fore more compelling.

Government Programs

The following examples show how some
governments have constructed financial
incentivel programs using various sources of
funding,~nd they can be viewed as a start-
ing poin~ for building further programs.
!he exa~ples cited here are in~ended to be
illustratite rather than exhaustIve.

New bank lenders, ones not already asso-
ciated with a property, have an even stricter
test of the value of the collateral. U ntil tlie
seismic retrofit is complete, the banker con-
siders that at any moment the earthquake
may happen and the structure collapse.
From a collateral perspective, then, unless
earthquake insurance is available, the ban~er
can only count on the value of the underly-
ing land, less demolition/clean-up costs, lfss
existing loans. It is a rare property that c~n
withstand this form of analysis, and it is a,
rare bank which today will make such a
loan.

City of Hayward, California-Using
F inancing from Private Banks

Hayward developed a program to finance

structura! retrofit affordably, as part of its

unreinfo&ed masonry ordinance implemen-

tation. 1the city developed an economic

development-based revitalization plan for

the older downtown, where most of these
1

building ; are located. The program pro-

vided he in keeping tenants and finding

new busi esses to occupy vacant space. It

includedlarchitectural help to define finan-

cially so~nd ways of making the buildings
1

look andifunction better. It provided short-

term loa~s to cover up-front costs of employ-
I

ing engitjleers, architects, appraisers, and1
environmental studies. It included rapid

plan chedk procedures and a unique program

to assist ~n upgrading the financial picture

for propdrty owners and tenants. The city

also finarlced a loan program through private

banks (CJayton et al. :1994).

The banker's logic is derived primarily
from the perspective taken by bank regul~-
tors. Bank regulators painfully scrutinize
banks' portfolios, and apply harsh tests to
determine their creditworthiness. Regulaf-
tors apply the logic outlined above to the
analysis of banks' portfolios, and require that
more capital be set aside in reserve against
riskier loans. Riskier loans are therefore
more expensive for the banks, which must
then choose either to forego them in favot! of
cheaper loans or to pass the added costs o1ilto
the borrower. Adding to the borrower's cpst,
of course, makes it harder for the borrower
to pay, debt service coverage deteriorates,! I
and both bankers and owners find them-
selves in a frustrating position from whic~
bankers extricate themselves by simply with-
drawing from the market.

City ofSerkeley, California-Reduced
Permit ees and Transfer Tax Rebate

Berkeley has two financial incentive pro-
grams to encourage building owners to
strength n their buildings. First, a local
ordinanc waives permit fees paid to the city
for seism'c retrofits ofnonstrengthened resi-
dences a d unreinforced masonry structures.
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Second, the ity has a 1.5 percent tax levied
on property transfer transactions; up to one-
third of this amount can be applied to seis-
mic upgrad s during the sale of property;

Qualifying pgrades include foundation
repair or re acement, mudsill repair or
replacemen~ wall bracing in basements,
foundation mudsill bolting, shear wall
installation, water heater anchoring, and
securing of himneys. Since 1993 these
programs halve been applied to about 6,300

houses, repri senting approximately $4.4
million in £ regone revenues to the city

(Chakos 19 8).

California property Tax Exclusion

I~ 1990 Cal~~ornia's voters ~ass~d Prop?~i-
tlon 127, wHich exempts seismic rehabll1ta-
tion improv ments to buildings from being
reassessed to increase property taxes. This
law, which i an amendment to the Revenue
and Tax Cod, has a sunset provision of J une
30, 2000.

California Department of Insurance
Loan Progr4m

The California Department of Insurance
(CDI) and p ivate lending institutions offer a
low-interest ate earthquake retrofit program
loan to quali led borrowers. The CDI allows
selected ban s to underwrite and manage
loans and gu rantees that, as long as the CDI
underwritin specifications are complied
with, CDI re mburses the lender 100 per-
cent of a cov red borrower's defaulted princi-
pal balance. he program can be used for

single-famil through four-plex properties
owned by 10 to moderate income house-
holds and ca~ also be used to retrofit mobile
homes. The ljank charges the property owner
one percent ,bove the current prime rate for
interest. Mafimum loan amounts range
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from $S' f 00 to $15,000 depending on the
nature of the proper~y, and most of the time
the loan ust be paId back over a seven-year

period.

California Department of Insurance
Grant Program

The CDI has also created a grant program
for low a11ld moderate income households.
As of Ma1;ch 1st, 1998, out ofa pool of over
640 appl~cations, the D:pa~tment initially
approved 45 grant apphcatlons for Los An-
geles County, six for Alameda County, and
six for H~mboldt County. The program has
recent!y ~een e~panded to five a~ditional
countles:San Diego, San Bernadmo, Santa
Cruz, Mendocino, and San Francisco.

F EMA Project I mpact

Currently FEMA has underwritten an initia-
tive calle Project Impact to encourage com-
munities to become resistant to disasters.
The proj ct is based on the premise that
"lives ca be saved, damage to property can
be reduc d significantly, and economic re-
covery caJ be accelerated by consistently
building afer and stronger buildings,
strength ning existing infrastructures, en-
forcing b ilding codes, and making the
proper p parations BEFORE a disaster
occurs" ( EMA 1998b). Seven cities were
initially hosen to participate in the program
and it ha recently been expanded to include
fifty more.

FEMA provides seed money to help com-
munities,develop a mitigation program that

I
is commtfnity-based and draws on the di-
verse resqurces and organizations present in
that comtnunity. Building partnerships
with the ~usiness and nonprofit organiza-
tions in ~ community is a key element of
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Project Impa .Each city designs its program
in light of i: s vulnerabilities to damage, as

well as its P, rticular resources to reduce

those dama! es. Project Impact has brought

about miti~ tion projects in places they

would not d herwise have been started.

Stafford A#, Sections 409 and 404

Federal haz Ird mitigation money can be a

major sourc' of funding for improving

building pe formance. Tied to a disaster, iti
has been pa ticularly effective for California

because of t e large number of presidentially

declared dis sters in recent years. The Haz-

ard Mitigat~ n Grant Program was created

under Secti n 404 of the Stafford Act. It

states:

The Pre~ .dent may contribute up to 50
percent' f the cost of hazard mitigation
measure which the President has deter-
mined a~e cost-effective and which sub-
stantiall~ reduce the risk of future dam-
age, har ship, loss, or suffering in any
area affe ted by a major disaster. Such
measure~ shall be identified following
the eval tion of natural hazards underI
Section 09 and shall be subject to ap-
proval b the President. The total of
contribu ions under this section for a
major di I aster shall not exceed 10 per-

cent of t e estimated aggregate amounts
of grants to be made under Section 406
with res ect to such major disaster.

.
The evaluatl n of natural hazards under
Section 409, also referred to as mitigation
planning, is s follows:

As a furt er condition of any loan or
grant maj e under the provisions of this
Act, the tate or local government shall
agree thai the natural hazards in the
areas in ~hich the proceeds of the grants
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.After the Northridge earthquake, cali-
fornia received a large infusion of hazard

mitigation funds through FEMA's Hazard

Mitigation Grant Program (Stafford Act
Sections 409 and 404). These funds have
been used by the state and local jurisdic-
tions for a wide variety of innovative

projects, including some projects to im-

prove building performance. One city with
many historic buildings received funding to
evaluate the various building types for
typical retrofit scenarios before proceeding
with retrofit work. The state has encour-

aged cities and counties to identify essen-
tial buildings for retrofitting, including criti-
cal structures not covered by the Essential

Building Services Act. Several cities used
Phase I Hazard Mitigation funds to perform
structural evaluations of their city halls,

using outside engineering expertise. (In all
three instances, mitigation funds were

provided for subsequent retrofits.) A local

jurisdiction is using Hazard Mitigation funds
to develop a methodology for assessing and

grading the seismic vulnerability of single-
family wood frame structures and deter-
mine appropriate retrofit solutions based
on performance standards.
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~

or loa~s are to be used shall be evaluated

and appropriate action shall be taken to

miti~~te such hazards, .includin~ safe

land-ljlse and construction pract1ces. In;
accor4ance with standards prescribed or

approyed by the President after adequate

consUIf tation with the appropriate elected

offici 'Is of general purpose local govern-I
ment' , and the State, shall furnish such

evide ce of compliance with this section

as mar be required by regulation.

Sect~on 4p~ does not pr?:ide.actual funding,
but It requIres that a mitigation plan be
develope~ before Section 404 funding can be

.
dreceIve. i

These! programs can be used to improve
building performance, even buildings not

damaget iiin the d.isaster. Section 404 offers
federal ds, which may be used for 50
percent ~ the cost of earthquake strengthen-!
ing in bti~ldings not damaged in the disas-
ter. Sect~bn 406 offers up to full repair
costs for public and private nonprofit struc-
tures (de*ending on the severity of disaster

i~pact).
1; Recipients can negot~at~ for addi-

t1onal fu ds to upgrade the bwldmgs to

conform o codes.

Small Business Administration

504 Prog;ram

The Sma~l Business Administration (SBA)

504 Cert~ ified Development Company (CDC) Programl rovides growing ~usinesses :vith

long-ter , fixed-rate financmg for majOr

fixed ass i ts, such as land and buildings. A

Certifiedpevelopment Company is a non-

profit co*poration set up to contribute to the

economi{ development of its community or

region. q:DCs work with the SBA and pri-

vate sect~r lenders to provide financing to

.The City of San Jose, California, used

Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) funds to develop a Residential

Seismic Safety Program, developing ap-
proaches to improving structural seismic
safety for both single family and multi-unit
residences. The single family element of
the program is modeled after the City of
San Leandro program (see page 45). Work-
shops are held for homeowners, including

laboratory demonstrations, where partici-
pants can perform some of the tasks dis-
cussed in the morning (see photo). The
multi-family element is currently under
development. As noted by the program
designers, while it is politically acceptable
for government to inform residents about

the potential risks associated with their
privately owned property which they occupy,
designating the multi"unit properties as
potentially seismically at risk poses more
difficult questions, including liability issues
for owners and the government, and ad-

verse effects on property values. The
program is currently being designed to
provide tools to owners to conduct a seis-
mic eyaluation of the property, and a cost"
benefit analysis of retrofit. Thecfty is also

investigating possible financing mecha-
nisms or financial incentives that would

facilitate retrofit.
(Text and photo adapted from
Winslow and Vukazich 1998)
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small busi~esses. Proceeds from the loans
must be us~d for fixed asset projects includ-
ing purcha$ing land and improvements,
and constrhction of new facilities, or mod-
ernlzmg, renovatmg, or convertmg exlstmg
facilities. 1oans are only available to owner-

occupied c9mmercial/industrial properties.

Housing and Community Development
Block Grant (CDBG) Programs

These gran~s are administered by local juris-

dictions and funded by the U .5. Department

of Housing and U rban Development

(HUD). Tbey can be a very flexible source
of funds, aUowing jurisdictions to design

and admini$ter local retrofit programs. Los
,

Angeles ust!~ CDBG funds extensively for its
retrofit program. However, the projects

using this f1flnding must comply with strict

criteria, and generally must benefit low and

moderate-i~come individuals.

Rental Rehabilitation Program

This HUD frog ram transfers federal funds
to state and local governments for use in (a)
supporting the rehabilitation of existing
residential 4nits and (b) providing rental
housing asstFtance to lower-income families.
HUD's contribution for each rehabilitation
project is limited to less than 50 percent of
rehabilitati t n costs or between $5,000 and

$8,500 (01 ansky and Glick 1997).

Tax Credits for Historic Preservation

The Federallnvestment Tax Credit allows a
20 percent £~deral tax credit for restoring
buildings li$ted in the National Register of
Historic Places or for buildings that contrib-
ute to the cbaracter of ~ designated historic
district. Th~ work must be done according
to Standards/or the Rehabilitation of Historic
Buildings (O[shansky and Glick 1997).
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Tax c retlits for Rehabilitation

There is .lso a la percent federal tax credit

for rehab~litation of industrial or commer-

cial bui14ings constructed before 1937.

Strengthtning an existing structural sys-

tern seents to be recognized as a qualified

rehabilit!tion expenditure. (Olshansky
and Glic~ 1997).

Creating Effective F inancial

Progr3ln1s
An experienced financial advisor notes that"
every prqperty owner asks how property

taxes wilf be affected by the seismic work

(Clayton !1997). This major concern must be

addressed in the creation of any type of pro-
\

gram, evtn though some work does not raise

property Itaxes.

Depe
f" ding on the size and nature of the

project, e financing may be a package put

together rom as m~ny as ~ve to seven ~iffer-

ent sourc~s, each with their own, somet1mes

conflictirlg, regulations. Even an individual

ifinancin source can be cumbersome. For
example, one municipal loan program has a
27 -page pplication.

Builqing owners are frequently not aware
of existilig incentives, even those that might
be most belpful to them. For example, few
property bwners in California know of the

propertyt ax exemption available for seismic
retrofit i provements to existing buildings
describe above. In order to take advantage
of this poogram the owner must file papers
with the county assessor, and the State Board
of Equali!zation prescribes the manner and
form for t::laiming the exemption. Neither
county a~sessors nor the Board of Equaliza-
tion is compensated in any manner for the
time they must put into implementing this
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.After the Loma Prieta earthquake, a
large number of damaged URM Single
Room Occupancy hotels were closed and
the tenants turned out into the streets.
The owners of the SROs didn't have the
money to repair the hotels and many

walked away from their buildings. In both
Oakland and San Francisco, nonprofit hous-
ing developers, committed to p!oviding
housing, were allowed to acquire the aban-
doned properties in order to repair and/or
replace the SROs. In every case, the
nonprofit knew how to find its way through
the maze of federal and state housing
funds available, and was able to put to-
gether finance packages for the work, often
combing funding from as many as seven
different sources. In the process of repair/

replacement, each building was seismically
upgraded. One nonprofit developer claims
that the majority of seismic retrofit going on
in older urban areas is done by non-profits.
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law, which may account for the minimal
advertisement of its existence. There are no
brochures available describing this program,
and since there may be the perception on the
part of county and state officials that it is
taking money from already overstretched
coffers, there is little enthusiasm for educat-
ing the public about the program's availabil-
ity. A good program is not being utilized
because it made no provisions for publicity.

Programs that are created under one set
of market conditions and then implemented
under another may end up being unattrac-
tive to prospective borrowers. A case in
point is the San Francisco loan program
which was designed for owners of unrein-
forced masonry buildings and was created
with a long set of parameters in 1992, when
market conditions were vastly different. A
10 percent loan in 1992 was considered
favorable (Clayton 1997). In 1997, however,
building owners can obtain better rates from
private lending institutions and do not need
to borrow money from the city. The number
of strings attached to the funds also make
them less attractive. The window of oppor-
tunity for setting up and utilizing financing
programs is very short.

The order of payout must also be consid-
ered. For example, a "first mortgage" lien is
to be paid offfirst-before a second mort-
gage which is paid if there are assets remain-
ing. Thus the security is not as secure for a
second as it is for a first. Some local govern-
ment loans financed by general obligation or
revenue bonds want to be in first place,
ahead of the first mortgage lien. Needless to
say, if the holder of the first objects, he/she
can call in the loan.
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.Banks almost never commit to financ-
ing retrofit projects of unreinforced

masonry buildings in older downtown

areas, particularly when the area suffers
from economic stagnation and is located

immediately adjacent to a major fault,
Banks will lend to their larger customers,
but generally avoid fixed-asset rea!-estate

financing, particularly when the subject
property is not owner-occupied. In older

downtowns this eliminates most URM

properties.

A local California jurisdiction, using

traditional municipal finance techniques,
was unable to market either a tax-exempt
or taxable bond, barring guarantee of all

loans. The city approached jndividual
banks but was refused assistance.

Through extensive in-depth negotia-
tion, six banks (large, mid-size, and small)
agreed to pool their exposure and contract
with the city to commit $5 mHlionto retrofit
and rehabilitate 45 buildings withjn 500

feet ofan active fault. Their cooperation
was based upon city and redevelopment

agency committing to financial support
programs, providing staff to assist property
owners, and packaging each of the loans
for submission to the lenders. A knowl-

edgeable legal and financial negotiating
team was employed by the city to conduct

negotiations and draft documents for all

parties.

(Clayton 1997)
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It is not advisable to structure one pro-

gram that will cover all types of loans. For

example, if a jurisdiction has lOO buildings !

where the average loan to complete a seismiq

rehabilitation is $25,000 or less, and one ,

building where the loan is $1 million, those,

loans must be handled by different pro- ,

grams. The administrative costs are not the i
same and the loan structure is different. i

To reflect the needs of the group of proper-

ties affected, a package of loan programs

would be more appropriate (Clayton 1997),

Large building projects have carefully
crafted financing packages, but the financ-
ing may come from several sources and/or
contain numerous conditions that can make
it difficult to procure additional financing
for rehabilitation and/or above-code
construction.

~
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.Potential impediments to improved

performancef related to financial aids

.<:::umbersome process

.Rates for loans not affordable

.lack of knowledge of existing
..
IncentIves
p bl .

h df.ro em WIt or er o payout

.Need to apply to many sources,
some with conflicting regulations,
instead of using just onesour(:e
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Figure THE DECISION-MAKING CONTEXT: KEY CONSIDERATIONS

What Insurance Does
While the following discussion focuses pri -

marily on residential insurance, commercial
insurance is a major factor in how commer-
cial property owners manage risk. There is
some evidence that commercial insurance
acts as an impediment to retrofit. As noted
, in a recent publication on steel frame build-
lings, "although the rates for property insur-
:ance and its availability are highly variable,
earthquake insurance for commercial struc-
tures is currently priced very attractively,
and for many owners, the most economical
way to cover their potential losses is through
purchase of insurance" (FEMA and SAC
Joint Venture Steel Project 1998a, 14).
Conversely, most governments are self-in-
sured and that may be a factor in their moti-
vation to improve seismic performance.

INSURANCE

Insurance is an important consideration in
managing earthquake risk and has signifi-
cant implications for mitigation investment
decisions. Given the interaction of insurance
and mitigation decisions, it is important to
discuss several related issues in some depth
here. However, we should state clearly that
insurance, while a potentially major compo-
nent in the total risk management strategy
for a building, is not in and of itself a tech-
nique to improve the seismic performance of
a building. In fact, the availability of insur-
ance may act as an impediment to taking
action to improve a building's performance.
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Insurance

Earthquake insurance generally covers a
portion of the shake damage to a structure
from an earthquake. Commercial policies
are also available for business interruption.
Fire, homeowners multi-peril, and commer-
cial multi-peril insurance cover any losses
from fires resulting from an earthquake.
Earthquake policies vary in terms of deduc-
tibles (ranging from 5 to 15 percent of
losses), coverage of structures other than the
primary structure, and limits on coverage of
contents.

The California Earthquake Authority
(CEA) was created in 1996. This new
agency provides "mini" earthquake insurance
policies to homeowners, with deductibles of
15 percent, content coverage limited to
$5,000, a maximum of $1,500 in living
expenses, and significantly higher premiums
than previously charged by insurers. Some
insurers offer "wraparound" coverage that
covers some losses not insured by the CEA

policy.

The funding for this new authority is
interesting. None of the budget for the
authority is provided by the state. The capi-
tal funding is a combination of cash contri-
butions by insurers, premiums from policy-
holders, post-earthquake event assessments
on insurers, reinsurance, possible sale of "act
of god" bonds, bonds sold by the State Trea-
surer, and post-earthquake event surcharges
on future earthquake insurance premiums.
If the CEA's capital is exhausted, policyhold-
ers will receive pro rata payments. Insurers
that do not make a commitment of capital to
the CEA will not be allowed to place policies
into the CEA. An insurer that is not a par-
ticipant in the CEA can sell residential
earthquake policies, but retains the risk in
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The Decision-Making Context

an earthquake. Commercial insurers are
continuing to provide earthquake insurance
outside the CEA. The new coverage is far
more expensive and less comprehensive than
what was previously available.

The success of the CEA will depend on
the number of policyholders who choose to
participate in the program and the occur-
rence of major, damaging earthquakes. At
this point the number of policyholders in
California has been dramatically reduced
(about 1 million policies with CEA, as op-
posed to 2.5 million policies in place with
various insurers at the time of the North-
ridge earthquake). As reported in the San
Francisco Chronicle in November 1997, State
Farm, the largest insurer in the state (with a
fourth of the market), reported that 30 per-
cent of its earthquake insurance customers
declined the new coverage with CEA; at
Allstate (second-largest insurer) the drop-off
was 40 percent; and at Farmers (third-largest
insurer) the drop-off was 62 percent (Louis
1997). Anecdotal evidence suggests that
some homeowners declining CEA coverage
are investing in mitigatipn as an alternative.
There has as yet been no empirical corrobo-
ration of that.

Insurance as Incentive

How insurance can be used to promote im-
proved seismic performance--{)r at least not
to encourage decisions to ignore or increase
risk-is currently of great interest in the risk

management community. The price of in-
surance should reflect risk, and take into
account mitigation, if it reduces the ex-
pected insurance losses on the structure or
the uncertainty with respect to estimating
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.A leading manufacturer of tools used

by the semi-conductor industry has activi-
ties centered in California's Santa Clara

Valley and near Tokyo in !apan-bo(h
areas of very high seismicity. In order to
control its earthquake risk to manageable

levels, the company has selected a strat-
egy that includes purchase of insurance
but also includes design of new facilities
and upgrade of existing facilities to mini-
mize potential losses. Performance-based

corporate design criteria, based on re-
cently published FEMA Seismic Rehabilita-
tion guidelines and the Structural Engi-

neers Association of California Vision

2000 report were developed and imple-
mented on a corporate basis. Upon con-
struction of new facilities, project-specific

performance cri(eria are selected based
on potential business interruption. Design
is conducted in accordance with the corpo-

rate performance criteria, which include

guidelines for different facility perfor-
mance goals. Existing facilities are up-

graded in conformance with these criteria,
as manufacturing upgrades are instituted.
Peer review has been instituted as a stan-
dard part of the design process for both
new and existing facilities.



Insurance

on a pilot basis to homeowners in three
counties who wish to retrofit their homes.
Homeowners who have already retrofit their
homes are also eligible to participate (CEA

1998).

expected losses.3 The premium savings from
mitigation, capitalized and amortized over
the useful life of a structure, should, in
theory, be considered in cost-benefit analysis
of mitigation investments. These savings
would be additional to the reduction in
uninsured losses from mitigation that would
otherwise be retained by the properry owner.
Alternately, insurers might offer broader
coverage for mitigated structures.

However, many insurers are reluctant to
offer premium discounts or other incentives
for mitigation for two reasons. First, insur-
ers contend that, if the base rate is inad-
equate, offering discounts will attract more
policyholders and increase rather than reduce
their losses. Second, insurers indicate it is
difficult for them to determine an appropri-
ate mitigation discount based on the infor-
mation available. Yet there are a few insurers
that do offer mitigation discounts and ot11er
incentives. One California company recently
announced a residential earthquake insur-
ance program that offers greater coverage
and lower premiums than the CEA with
proper retrofitting and for less hazardous
locations. The company provides informa-
tion on what retrofit work is required, and
then asks for a licensed architect or
engineer's signature that such work was

conducted properly.

Early in 1998 several insurance compa-
nies began competing with the CEA, offer-
ing more complete coverage for the same or
slightly higher priced premiums than the
CEA. One company offers a lower deduct-
ible (10 percent as opposed to CEA's 15
percent), coverage for detached structures,
more coverage for contents (up to 50 percent
of a policy's face value as compared to the
$5,000 maximum of the CEA), and a maxi-
mum of $25,000 for post-earthquake living
expenses as opposed to the maximum
$1,500 from the CEA). The company re-
ported sales of 500 policies in the first week.
The company started with $25 million in
capital, half provided by the reinsurer,
Zurich Group. With the help of computer
models, the company hopes to limit its
losses to a maximum of $2.5 million by
buying coverage from reinsurers around the

world.

I
The CEA is required by state law to offerl

five percent reductions in premiums to ho- I

meowners who have strengthened their

homes. Currently this discount is available

At the same time, there is the risk that
some thinly capitalized insurers, attracted by
high profits in years when losses are low,
will undercut the market and fail to pur-
chase adequate reinsurance. The owners of
such an insurer could extract the profits and
turn the company over to the state if it be-
comes insolvent due to a severe earthquake.4

4 The unfunded claims obligations of the insurer

would be covered by the state's guaranty fund (up
to $300,000 per claim) and the costs assessed against
all insurers according to their relative premium

volume.

3 The expected loss is equal to the probability of a los

1multiplied by the anticipated amount of the loss.
t
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Insurance

erty owners are prevented from passing on
uninsured losses to taxpayers. However,
political support for post-disaster financial
assistance and tax deductions for catastrophe
losses is strong. It does make sense for lend-
ers and loan guarantors to require earth-
quake insurance and/or mitigation as a con-
dition for securing their interests, and to
prevent the banking system from subsidiz-
ing uninsured and unmitigated catastrophe
losses stemming from loan defaults.

Solving the capacity problem is a neces-
sary, but not sufficient, condition for effi-
cient insurance markets. Insurers also must
be able to charge adequate, actuarially based
rates, manage their portfolio of risks through
appropriate underwriting, and offer an array
of ins~ance options to meet consumers'
needs. Unfortunately, insurers' supply cut-
backs and price increases following recent
catastrophes have prompted regulatory and
legislative restrictions in high-risk states.
The usF of computer modeling to guide
insureis' decisions on underwriting and
pricing introduces a new dimension with
which regulators have struggled.

While the governmental response to the
severe market changes is understandable
from a political perspective, excessive market
restrictions will exacerbate market availabil-
ity and cost problems in the long run (Klein
1998), Such restrictions discourage insurers
from ehtering or staying in the market and
distort property owners' incentives to invest
in mitigation. States must embark on a
deliberate path of regulatory reforms to
achieve a sustainable market equilibrium.
Additionally, regulators must continue ad-
equate solvency oversight to ensure that
insurets do not incur excessive financial risk
due toi their catastrophe exposure.

The question of whether property owners
should be legally required to carry earth-
quake insurance is a difficult one. Such a
requirement should not be necessary if prop-

5 Moral hazard is an insurance term that refers to

the phenomenon that having insurance diminishes
the insured's incentives to act safely (e.g., mitigate

hazards).
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A Coherent Program

A COHERENT PROGRAM

The preceding sections have illustrated the
array of considerations that inform a decision
to improve the seismic performance of a
building. These considerations and the
stakeholders involved in the decision cannot
be isolated from each other. This inter-
connectedness has important implications
for proposed new incentives. Clearly, the
owner is influenced by the insurer, the
lender, the government (either as regulator,
financer or information provider), nongov-
ernmental information providers (profes-
sional associations, colleagues), tenants, and

employees.

Incentives should be evaluated as a pack-
age. This report illustrates that an incentive
directed at one impediment or leveraging
one condition will not have as much impact
as a set of incentives. It is also important to
keep in mind that some incentives may ulti-
mately be more effective if combined with
regulations or mandates.

The incentive package proposed below is
not meant to be segmented into individual
components. It may be that the components
can be adopted individually, but the whole
package should be the goal. For example, it
might be relatively easy to develop an educa-
tional campaign, but it will be much more
successful when combined with financial
incentives or regulatory relief. Some of the
recommendations pose research questions
that need to be addressed before specific
financial incentives can be definitively rec-
ommended. Further evaluation is needed to
determine how each could fit within a par-
ticular state or community context, or in
what way it would motivate owners.

~
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Changing the Context

Stakeholders can provide differenti incen-

tives for building owners. For examp e,
I

local government can provide a fee w iver to
I

a homeowner; insurance companies c~ pro-

vide reduced premiums OL deductible; regu-

lators can allow insurance Fompanies '0
,

charge adequate rates whidh in turn ,ill
allow them to offer discoupts for mi ti ation.

.

.

.

.

use of tax increment financing
subsidies for engineering analyses
loan program
disclosure of earthquake risk, particularly
at time of sale

I
There are three components to a c herent

incentive package: (I) build on curre tly
I

available incentives; (2) develop a pro ess to

encourage greater investment in impr ved
seismic performance of buildings; andl (3 )

create new and potentially more effec~.ve

incentives. i

Private Sector Incentives

.subsidy for design study

.donated engineering design, labor,

materials

.identification of hazard areas and vulner.

able types of structures

.offering loans

.offering insurance

Encourage Investment in Seismic

Performance

Education, information dissemination, and
technical assistance are important to deci-

sions involving improved seismic perfor-

mance of a building. Owners and other

stakeholders need models, better informa-

tion, and help from various quarters. For

example:

Build on Current Incentivesl
Throughout this report there are exa ' pIes of

i
currently used incentives. (Please not that

while these examples are primarily fro'

California, these programs could be mi dified

and adopted in any state.) The publici and

private sectors need to consider that, :y

adopting a number of these incentivesl it is

possible to create a stronger program.

Among the incentives referred to in t e text

are the following:

Federal, state, and local governments
should lead by example and seismically
strengthen their own structures in a
visible manner. Use the projects as an
opportunity to educate building owners
about improved performance options and
costs, through media coverage, displays,
and workshops.

Public Sector Incentives
i

.community-based education and t chni-

cal assistance programs

.density bonuses

.waiver of fees i

.modifying parking requirements a d
other requirements or restrictions !

.transfer of development rights !
I

.formation of hazard abatement dis 'ricts
I

.formation of redevelopment distric s or

historic districts

.technical assistance

Educational campaigns should encourage
owners to take advantage of positive
conditions to improve performance:

.I Upgrade when the building is vacant

.I Upgrade as part of a larger remodel

.I Upgrade as part of scheduled
maintenance
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.I Upgrade in a booming economy

.I Upgrade when the building has the

ability to carry additional debt

.I Upgrade when the market for the

building, product or service has the

ability to cover the costs

Federal, state, and local agencies and
professional associations should continue
to develop educational materials/pro-
grams that help owners gain a better
understanding of the risk. It is clear that
there are still many owners who do not
believe their building is at risk in an
earthquake. More emphasis should be
placed on programs targeted at building
owners, focusing on issues of particular
concern to them such as liability, busi-
ness interruption, and recovery financing
options (or lack thereof).

.

Local governments must develop build-
ing inventories that building owners
can use in their risk management deci-
sions. Better information about risk is a

necessity.

.

Work with professional associations to
encourage participation of public offi-
cials and others in learning from earth-
quake programs. There is nothing so
compelling as witnessing the damage
caused by earthquakes to stimulate an
individual's commitment to seismic
safety. Political leaders who visit earth-
quake sites gain an increased understand-
ing of what an earthquake might do to
their community. Such visits, accompa-
nied by knowledgeable design profes-
sionals, should be encouraged.

.

~
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.An important analysis was commis-
sioned in 1996 by the Portland Develo~
mentCommission, the City of Portland
Bureau of Buildings, and the League of
Oregon Cities to estimate the fisca{ and
economic impacts on the state and local

governments from proposed financia(
incentives the State of Oregon was cQnsid-
ering. The study examined the effect of the
proposed incentives on redevelopment
activity and on tax revenues for the state

and local governments. It also analyzed
the likely long-term property tax, inve$t-
ment, employment, and other benefits
resulting from the rehabffitation work. As

a result of this comprehensive analysis,
the authors proposed an income tax Incen-

tive that would allow up to 35 percent of
the cost of seismic rehabffitationtobe
credited from Oregon income taxes. The
credits could be carried forward for up to

ten years. The authors calculate theaver-
age annual cost to the state of the income

tax incentive would be approximately
$20.9 mfflion, or 0.05 percent of the 1996

general fund revenues of $3.853 billion.

They calculate that the property tax abate-
ment would result in $3.3 mfflion per year
less in property taxes but that the value of
the improvements accompanying the seis-

mic retrofit would be approximately $8.5
mfflion per year, and these improvements
would generate additional propertytc3x
revenue of $1;3 mfflion.Such studie$
serve as a model for other state policy

analyses.

(Adapted from ECONorthwest 1997)



Changing the Context

Encourage design professionals and regu-
lators to support lenders and insurers by
providing technical information and by
recognizing and understanding the place
of seismic safety in the lenders' and in-
surers' investment decisions.

.

Develop ombudsman programs * the
local or state levels to' help owne1s
through the entire process. One ipf the

i
impediments to improved seismilc perfor-

mance is the complex:ity of the ptocess,
particularly when go'fernment 9 , nts or
loans are used, or when trying toi comply
with government regulations. So eone
who could assist each owner thro gh the
entire process of strengthening 'from
evaluation to selection of an engil eer and
architect, to negotiation of the fi~ancing,
and overseeing of con$truction-:fvould
be invaluable to encol!lrage to eac~ owner
to embark on the process. il

Encourage lenders to accept greater re-
sponsibility in promoting the improved
seismic performance of buildings. This
could include requiring evidence of im-

proved performance before issuing a
mortgage; requiring PML studies for all
investments; offering discounts for im-
proved performance, such as reduced
points or a lower loan guarantee fee; and
increasing the Loan-to- Value ratio to 85
percent so that borrowers could use the
additional 5 percent to improve the seis-
mic performance of their buildings.
Lenders should also be encouraged to add
the costs of improving the performance
of the building to the loan, requiring
buyers to perform the work within a
time limit.

Create More Effectjve Incer1l.tives

.Encourage states and the federal .overn-
ment to fund and conduct researcih on

the effectiveness and impacts of droposed
"

new incentives. For example, mrte in-

formation is needed in order to c1lculate

costs to state and federal treasuri 1s of
various financial incentives such i s tax

!
credits: accelerated depreciation, t, nd
deductIons for retrofit work. Suc stud-

!
ies should be compreliensive and fnclude

costs for earthquake response andllrecov-

ery if building performance is no~ im-

proved. II

. Encourage insurers to support the im-
proved seismic performance of buildings.
If changes in insurance policy require
regulatory or other policy changes,
other stakeholders should work with the
insurance community to insure such
changes take place. Recommended
policy changes might include promoting
the passage of earthquake insurance
that requires mitigation, and offering
discounts for improved performance.

. Work is nee~e.d to evaluate existi
t ! 9 go~-

ernment pohcles that may act as ~ pedl-

ments to improved se]smic perfor! ance.

These include federal tax laws, sojne"
disaster assistance policies, and bonding

limitations. Modifications will b
t pos-

sible by working with stakeholdei S,

champions, and legislators. The ~ pact
1to the treasury and/or to taxpayer of

removing these impediiments also'
li needs

to be evaluated.
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Encourage insurance r~gulators tolsuP-

port the goal of improving the seismic,
performance of buildiqgs and to ~odify

I
regulations to allow ir]surers to develop

policies that reflect th~s goal.

Encourage states and tpe federal ~overn-

ment to develop effective tax incertives

for improved seismic performancel. This

might include a ten p~rcent tax c~,edit,
, ,

accelerated depreciatidn for retrof1t work,

and deductions for rettofit work (~s op-
c

posed to just deducting for losses ~fter an
c

earthquake). As noted above, ad~itional

research needs to be cqnducted oq the, c
impact of such tax chaJpges on state and

federal treasuries.

.

. Encourage states and ~he federal ~overn-
ment to investigate the feasibility of a
revolving loan fund tOI finance mitigation
work. Such a loan fudd could be Sup-
ported primarily by fulnds from t»e bor-
rowers.
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THE NEXT STEPS

Hold a Workshop

In order to maximize the probability that
these and other incentives be developed and
adopted, we propose that an invited work-
shop be held with representation from all
the potential stakeholders. This workshop
would bring together policy setters from the
insurance, lending, engineering, construc-
tion, and regulatory communities, as well as
information providers and representatives of
tenants and employee groups. The work-
shop would work toward setting a national
agenda for the development and implemen-
tation of an effective set of incentives for the
improved seismic performance of buildings.

.A number of coalitions can be found in
the earthquake and natural hazards com-
munity. FEMA's Project Impact encourages
communities to build partnerships with
public and private sector organizations as
the key to long-term success in hazard
mitigation. In Oregon a coalition formed
to address the problem of improving ex-
pected seismic performance of buildings.
The Oregon Seismic Rehabilitation Task
Force has representation from each of the
various stakeholder groups in the state.
Formed as partial settlement of an anti-
trust civil suit related to the availability and
cost of liability insurance was the Public
Entity Risk Institute. This nonprofit organi-
zation was created to be a catalyst in the
risk management field and a vehicle for
allocating greater resources to key needs
in risk management.

Another example of coalition-building
can be found in the engineering commu-
nity. There, the Structural Engineering
Institute of the American Society of Civil
Engineers, the National Council of struc-
tural Engineers Associations, and the
Council of American Structural Engineers
have collectively created working partner-
ships to improve both how they practice
and how their practice affects the built
environment and the public. These three

organizations represent over 20,000 prac-
ticing structural engineers, researchers,
and academics. Their cooperation should

lead to improved use and understanding
of construction codes, improved design

and detailing on construction drawings,
and improved construction and inspection.
These existing coalitions provide starting
points for building the extensive partner-
ships necessary to develop effective in-
centives for improved seismic performance
in buildings.

Coalition Building

We anticipate that growing out of this
workshop would be a potentially powerful
coalition. Owners, lenders, engineers, insur-
ers, government regulators, information
providers, and tenants all have a stake in
reducing losses in future earthquakes and
should participate actively in the develop-
ment of incentives. Each of these groups has
networks, professional associations, and col-
leagues to lobby and/or involve in discus-
sions on regulations, procedures, and prac-
tices. Working together, these groups could
serve as a powerful advocacy group to de-
velop a blueprint for improved seismic per-
formance of buildings that would be avail-
able to state and local governments as well as
organizations in the private sector. Once
such a coalition is established, regular com-
munication and discussion among the par-
ticipants will allow strategic consideration of
the kinds of incentives proposed above.
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